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Burckhardt compression is one of the market leaders in the field of reciprocating compressor technology 

and the only manufacturer that offers a complete range of laby® (labyrinth piston), process gas and hyper 

compressors. these compressors are used in a wide range of applications in the chemical and petrochemical 

 industry, in refineries, in air separation systems, and for gas transport and storage. Burckhardt compression 

products are required to compress, cool or liquefy gas, for example hydrocarbon or industrial gases.

its customers include multinational companies in the oil, gas, petrochemicals and chemicals industries. in 

addition to its thriving new installation business, a major driver of the company’s success is its global service 

network, which generates a substantial share of company revenues. this global network enables Burckhardt 

compression to offer comprehensive customer support services, such as delivery of top-quality components, 

servicing of compressor valves, complete system overhauls, engineering services and the fulfillment of 

comprehensive maintenance contracts.
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dear shareholders

the 2006 annual report is the first we have published since 
 going public in June 2006. We are pleased to note that the posi-
tive business developments in the preceding years persisted 
throughout the 2006 fiscal year.

incoming orders exceeded the 400 million mark for the first time 
in our company’s history and totaled chF 408.2 million, which 
represents an increase of 26% from the prior-year figure. the 
relevant markets for both the new machines and service business 
(css) continued to grow.

Global demand for reciprocating compressors increased sharply 
once again during the past year. Rising demand for fossil fuels 
prompted our customers to add to their production capacities. 
 orders for reciprocating compressors were up based on rising 
consumption of polyethylene and polypropylene. highlights of 
the second half year in the new machine business included the 
orders received from a customer in the petrochemical industry 
in china for four large laby® compressors that will be used to 
produce polyethylene and polypropylene, an order from sweden 
for the world’s largest reciprocating compressor and the consid-
erable number of orders for compressors for refinery applications. 
 orders received for new machines totaled chF ���.� million, an 
increase of chF 68.5 million or 28% over the previous year.

order intake at css reached a new record high of chF 96.9 mil-
lion, a gain of 20% from the previous year. Business with all four 
css modules offered by Burckhardt compression is growing at 
a strong pace. demand for these products and services is high 
and will support the continued global expansion of our service 
business activities. Burckhardt compression is continually expand-
ing the range of services it offers. All of Burckhardt compres-
sion’s repair centers are located where the customers are and 
can therefore provide comprehensive valve service with quick 
response times while minimizing downtimes when compressors 
undergo maintenance.

sales of Burckhardt compression Group advanced 27% in the 
2006 fiscal year to chF 266.7 million. Gross profit increased by 
50% to chF 99.2 million. thanks to economies of scale, selling 
and administrative costs rose at a slower rate (+2�%) than 
sales.

to our shareholders

our earnings performance improved once again, surpassing the 
already impressive results achieved in the 2005 fiscal year by a 
wide margin. operating profit (eBit) surged 88% to chF 55.6 
million. net profit and earnings per share were up 82%. the 
eBit margin was a strong 20.8% and the resulting net profit 
margin was �5.0%.

sourcing bottlenecks were encountered more frequently last 
year due to the continued strong demand for industrial goods. 
prices for raw materials increased substantially and delivery 
times for components were longer. Various operational measures 
have been taken to shorten overall lead times for time-critical 
components in our manufacturing processes to the greatest ex-
tent possible. We are pleased that the deliveries of new machines 
and spare parts last year were largely made on schedule despite 
the tight procurement situation.

in order to handle the rise in order volumes a decision was made 
last year to expand our capacity in Winterthur and pune (india). 
Burckhardt compression created 74 new jobs in 2006, bringing 
the total number of employees to 7�2. Additional workshop, 
warehouse and office space was leased and capital spending 
plans were moved forward. A new phase of expansion entered 
the implementation stage at our plant in india.

the investment activity of our customers remains high but we 
assume that fewer large projects will be carried out in 2007. 
therefore we anticipate that order intake in 2007 will not be 
higher than last year.

in view of the high order backlog and our increased production 
capacity, we expect sales to be 25% to �0% higher in the current 
year with another increase in profits.

the Board of directors will propose a dividend of chF �.00 per 
share at the General meeting, which corresponds to the payout 
ratio that was announced at the time the interim results were 
published. the election of urs leinhäuser, the cFo of Rieter, to 
the Board of directors will also be proposed.
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We would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you who 
have contributed to Burckhardt compression’s astonishing 
 development during recent years: our employees, whose strong 
commitment and can-do attitude enabled us to handle the grow-
ing business volumes to the satisfaction of the company we 
serve, and our customers for the trust and confidence they have 
displayed in our products and services. special thanks go to our 
suppliers for working with us to build strong business relation-
ships and we would also like to thank our shareholders for the 
confidence they have placed in our company.

Yours sincerely,

hans hess Valentin Vogt
chairman of the ceo & executive member 
Board of directors of the Board of directors

Winterthur, June 5, 2007
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Figures at a Glance
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	 	 2004	 2005	 2006	 Change
chF million     2005/2006

order intake:     
- new machines  ��6.6  242.8  ���.�  + 28.2%
- css (customer support service) 69.� 80.7 96.9 + 20.�%
total  205.7 �2�.5 408.2 + 26.2%
     
sales and gross profit:    
- new machines sales �0�.5 ���.6 �7�.6 + ��.9%
 Gross profit �9.� 27.6 52.7 + 9�.2%
 in % of sales �8.6% 20.9% �0.4% 
- css sales 64.7 78.8 9�.� + �8.2%
 Gross profit �0.8 �8.4 46.5 + 20.9%
 in % of sales 47.6% 48.8% 49.9% 
total sales �68.2 2�0.4 266.7 + 26.7%
 Gross profit 50.� 66.0  99.2  + 50.�%
 in % of sales 29.8% ��.4% �7.2% 
     
operating income (eBit)  2�.6 29.6 55.6 + 88%
in % of sales  �2.8% �4.�% 20.8% 
     
profit for the period (after minority interests) �7.9 22.� 40.�  + 8�.6%
in % of sales  �0.6% �0.5% �5.0% 
     
depreciation and amortization 4.0  4.7  5.2  + 9.�%
     
cash flow:     
- from operating activities  �6.�  ��.8  47.7  + 4�.�%
- from investing activities  -20.5  -6.5  -��.5  + 74.9%
- from financing activities (incl. translation differencies) -�8.2 -�6.9 -�0.7 - �6.7%
total  -22.4  �0.�  25.4  + �46.�%
     
Balance sheet total   �50.7  �8�.0  270.�  + 49.2%
non-current assets  �6.9  48.�  50.7  + 4.5%
current assets  ���.8  ��2.7  2�9.�  + 65.�%
shareholders’ equity   4�.2  66.�  �08.�  + 6�.8%
in % of balance sheet total  28.7% �6.5% 40.�% 

net financial position  0.8 �9.4 58.2 + 200.0%
     
headcount as per ��.�.  542 6�8 7�2 + ��.6%
     
share price as per ��.�. (in chF) - - �99.50
market capitalization    678.�
earnings per share (in chF) 5.28 6.50 ��.80 + 8�.6% 
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ketan korde, Assembly & testing, india, 
Benjamin Bürgin, Assembly, switzerland

Gerard Fraboulet, head of Burckhardt compression 
(France) s.A.s., France

peter isele, small parts manufacturing, switzerland

susann krauer, design & manufacturing, switzerland

chris mcclennan, sales & marketing, canada,
Vince mullen, service & sales, canada

Gerhard Bur, Assembly, switzerland

Adrian schleiffer, Apprentice, switzerland

sven hulliger, Assembly, switzerland

Pages	10-17:	People	and	Values
due to the strong commitment of our employees we 
are achieving a high customer satisfaction in quality 
and reliability regarding all our products and services.
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Positive market developments

Global demand for reciprocating compressors continued to in-
crease at a rapid rate during the past year. Growing demand for 
fossil fuels prompted our customers to ramp up their production 
capacity, especially customers in the petroleum refining industry 
and the natural gas transportation and storage sectors. Greater 
polyethylene and polypropylene consumption and the transfer of 
production capacity to Asia and the middle east boosted demand 
for reciprocating compressors. in addition, capacity utilization 
rates in the chemical industry were high across the globe and 
generated strong demand for the products offered in the indus-
trial gas segment. steel consumption continued to rise, inducing 
our customers in this sector to further expand their production 
capacity, which, in turn, raised demand for oxygen compressors.

Another strong increase in order intake, sales and 
earnings

incoming orders topped the 400 million mark for the first time in 
our company’s history and stood at chF 408.2 million. this rep-
resents an increase of 26% from the prior-year. order volumes 
have almost doubled since the 2004 business year (+98%).

Review of the Fiscal Year 2006
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sales of Burckhardt compression Group advanced 27% in the 
2006 fiscal year to chF 266.7 million. this better-than-expected 
growth was possible due to the expansion of our production 
 capacity in switzerland and india that was initiated during the 
course of last year. 

delivery times had become much longer than normal but were 
then stabilized at a high level. new machine sales rose by �2% 
compared to the previous year and service revenues (css) were 
up �8%.

our earnings performance improved once again, surpassing the 
already impressive results achieved in the 2005 fiscal year by a 
wide margin. operating profit (eBit) surged 88% to chF 55.6 
million. net profit and earnings per share were up 82%. the 
eBit margin was a strong 20.8% and the resulting net profit 
margin was �5.0%.

earnings growth outpaced sales growth thanks to the substantial 
increase in gross profit and proportionately slower growth in 
selling and administrative costs. Gross profit rose by 50% com-
pared to the previous year. the faster gross profit growth in 
comparison to sales growth (+27%) was primarily driven by the 
new machine business and can be traced to a favorable product 
mix, successful project management, a high capacity utilization 
rate and continued efficiency gains.
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Increase in the equity ratio

Balance sheet assets increased to chF 270.� million due to the 
rise in business volumes during the year under review and in 
 anticipation of continued sales growth in the coming years. the 
company is well on its way to securing a sound equity base with 
the current equity ratio of 40%. Burckhardt compression 
Group’s targeted equity ratio is 45-50%.

New machine business tops expectations 

the main markets served by Burckhardt compression continued 
to grow, so both the number of customer enquiries and the resul-
ting new orders exceeded our initial expectations. orders received 
for new machines amounted to chF ���.� million, an increase of 
chF 68.5 million or 28% over the previous year. the majority of 
our business is in the following three main application areas:

- hydrocarbon processing industry (hpi)
- Gas transport and storage
- industrial gases

HPI (Hydrocarbon Processing Industry) and chemical 
 industry 

demand from the hydrocarbon processing industry for more 
 environmentally friendly fuels and for polyethylene and polypro-
pylene in manufacturing high-grade plastic products has been 
steadily rising. new plants are being built, primarily in the mid-
dle east and Asia and a trend towards increasingly large-scale 
plants is emerging. our compressors are used to compress eth-
ylene and propylene for intermediate products that, in turn, are 
required to manufacture plastics, paints, detergents, adhesives 
and sealants. large orders for polyethylene and polypropylene 
plants in china, india and the middle east and for two low-density 
polyethylene plants were among the highlights of the past busi-
ness year. in the refining segment hydrocarbon compressors are 
required to produce fuel, and order activity here remained high 
as well.

Gas transport and storage

steadily rising consumption of fossil fuel worldwide is boosting 
demand in this area of application. natural gas is becoming an 
increasingly important source of energy, it burns cleaner than 
crude oil and proven reserves of natural gas are thought to ex-
ceed crude oil reserves.

having already equipped most of the european import terminals 
for the reliquefaction of liquefied natural gas (lnG) with our com-
pressors, we succeeded last year in selling our first compressors 
for boil-off reliquefaction to customers in china and canada. 
Both of these compressor systems were equipped with cutting-
edge technology that we had developed in an optimization project 
for land-based lnG facilities. Burckhardt compression has now 
established itself as the market leader for compressors used in 
the reliquefaction of lnG, not only in europe, but also in north 
America.

Industrial gas segment

in the steel industry demand for reciprocating compressors for 
oxygen has declined somewhat in recent years but this trend is 
likely to reverse in view of today’s high demand for steel. A trend 
toward larger systems is also evident for the air-separation sys-
tems that produce oxygen. oxygen remains the main application 
in the industrial gas segment, in addition to carbon monoxide 
and nitrogen. once again, a major reason why companies choose 
Burckhardt compression products for these applications is the 
unrivaled safety and reliability of our laby® (labyrinth piston) 
compressors.
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Service business is picking up

order intake at customer support service (css) reached a new 
record high of chF 96.9 million, a gain of 20% from the previous 
year. Burckhardt compression is continually expanding its range 
of services. All repair centers are strategically located where the 
customers are so response times are quick and the full range of 
services can be provided while minimizing downtime when com-
pressors are undergoing maintenance or repair. our service ex-
perts can also upgrade compressors to alleviate customers’ pro-
duction bottlenecks and, if compressors need to be transferred to 
a different location, they can provide the necessary support and 
logistical services.

Business volumes in spare parts and maintenance services for 
compressors built by other manufacturers showed a positive 
trend. compressor components are increasingly being repaired 
instead of replaced. Burckhardt compression is actively address-
ing this trend. our customers have displayed a growing appreci-
ation of the experience and solid guarantees we offer as an origi-
nal equipment manufacturer (oem) with a long track record. We 
have created a special unit to meet the rising demand for profes-
sional maintenance services and top quality replacement parts 
for compressors built by other manufacturers. maintenance ser-
vices for valves made by other manufacturers are also on the 
 increase. All service centers of Burckhardt compression are equip-
ped with specially developed, uniform valve testing machines, 
which means we can guarantee the same high quality worldwide.

strategic partnerships have been specifically set up so we can 
offer integrated service packages from a single source. our sub-
sidiary in the united states, for example, signed a contract with 
a leading industrial gas producer in the us and we now service 
and warehouse all compressor valves in use at its customers’ 
sites. the rapid response unit offering around-the-clock services 
(24/7) has proven to be very effective to ensure customer 
 satisfaction. the positive feedback here will help us to arrange 
similar agreements with other customers.

Difficult procurement situation 

sourcing problems arose last year due to the continued strong 
demand for industrial goods. Besides the huge increase in raw 
material prices, delivery times for cast components and critical 
parts such as crankshafts were much longer than usual. in 
 response to this situation, we have initiated operating measures 
to shorten lead times for time-critical components used in our 
manufacturing processes to the maximum extent possible. 

our suppliers are also now better integrated in our information 
system so that they can perform preparatory work before an order 
is officially placed. Burckhardt compression is proud to have 
 kept almost all delivery times last year despite the tight procure-
ment situation.

Capacity expansion in Winterthur and Pune

in order to handle the rising volume of business – be it on the 
sales front, in customer support service, in order processing, or 
manufacturing, developing and assembling machines – manage-
ment decided to expand the company’s capacity in Winterthur 
and india. Burckhardt compression created 49 new jobs in Win-
terthur during the year under review. Additional workshop, ware-
house and office space was leased. the expansion of compressor 
testing facilities led to a sharp reduction in throughput times. 
thanks to these measures we can now work off the high order 
backlog and reduce delivery time.

Another phase of expansion was started at our plant in india 
(pune) in 2006. the workforce was steadily increased and the 
current expansion project is now in the stage of execution.

Milestones in the implementation of the manufacturing 
concept

Another milestone was reached in implementing the new manu-
facturing concept for the mechanical manufacturing operations 
at the Winterthur plant. the first of the five planned full-scale 
machine tool centers went into operation in January 2007. these 
investments will substantially enhance the company’s productiv-
ity and competitiveness.

Successful customer event

every year we organize a customer event with the aim of bringing 
together end customers, engineering contractors, consultants and 
employees of Burckhardt compression to share insights and in-
formation and to discuss specific compressor applications. the 
main theme of the 2006 event was “compressors for polyethylene 
production” and focused on ldpe (low density polyethylene) 
processes, compressor design, operation and maintenance, as 
well as certain safety aspects when operating ultra-high pressure 
plants. A large number of customers accepted our invitation to 
 attend this event in Winterthur and were also given a tour of our 
compressor manufacturing facilities.
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Type certification for marine LNG application 

many new tankers will be built for marine transportation of lnG 
(liquified natural Gas) in the coming years. improving the energy 
efficiency of marine propulsion systems will become an increas-
ingly important issue. Burckhardt compression is at the cutting 
edge of R&d efforts to develop compressors that compress 
 natural gas to the specific pressure required for marine diesel 
engines so that these engines can alternatively be operated with  
environmentally friendlier natural gas. We received a “design 
Assessment for type Approval” from det norske Veritas thanks 
to our experience in manufacturing and operating compressors 
for lpG (liquified petroleum Gas). the new concept was unveiled 
to the general public towards the end of the reporting year at the 
Gastech conference in Abu dhabi and attracted considerable 
 notice from industry experts. Another presentation was given at 
the lnG Asia pacific conference in korea, where most lnG tank-
ers are built. We are convinced that we have developed an opti-
mal product for this particular application, building upon the 
outstanding advantages of our compressor technology and our 
experience with lnG and lpG.

Successful market listing 

in november 2005 Zurmont Finanz AG, a private equity investor 
and, at that time, Burckhardt compression Group’s majority 
shareholder, expressed its desire to sell its interest in the com-
pany. in consultation with shareholding executives, the decision 
was made in February 2006 to list Burckhardt compression 
holding AG, the parent company of the Burckhardt compression 
Group, on the sWX swiss exchange through an ipo. the stock-
market listing was executed as planned. the first day of trading 
was June 26, 2006 and the share price steadily rose afterwards.

New appointments to the Board of Directors

the Board of directors of our parent company Burckhardt com-
pression holding AG was expanded and strengthened in the wake 
of the ipo. Although company executives have retained a sub-
stantial interest in the company, it was important for us that the 
position of Board chairman be held by an independent and impar-
tial person, not least for the sake of good corporate governance. 
hans hess fits this requirement and is a highly experienced and 
capable manager. he previously served as the ceo and delegate 
of the Board of directors of leica Geosystems AG, which went 
public in the year 2000 under his management. hans hess suc-
ceeds Guido patroncini, who has chaired the Board of directors 

since 2002 as the representative of the majority shareholder. 
We would like to thank mr. patroncini once again for his ex-
tremely valuable services and active leadership during the past 
five years.

urs Fankhauser, the head of the chemtech division and a mem-
ber of sulzer’s Group executive Board, joined Burckhardt com-
pression’s board as a new director in 2006. urs Fankhauser has 
accumulated many years of industry experience and has a thor-
ough understanding of the hpi market. 

urs leinhäuser will be proposed for election to the Board of 
 directors at the next Annual General meeting of shareholders on 
July 7, 2007. As cFo of Rieter Group, urs leinhäuser is a proven 
expert in the field and represents a valuable addition to the 
Board of directors.

Management positions filled with internal candidates

internal leadership training is taken very seriously at Burckhardt 
compression. every year the Group management and other 
members of management staff undergo training to further en-
hance their personal development and to sharpen their leadership 
skills and to strengthen their ability to build strong customer 
 relationships and intercultural competence. We attach consider-
able importance to continuing education programs addressing 
company-relevant subjects. employees with potential are offered 
individual career development programs and thereby groomed 
for future responsibilities. Burckhardt compression’s philosophy 
is to recruit its management staff – especially at the Group man-
agement level – primarily in-house. last year, for example, the 
positions of head of marketing, head of contracting and head of 
sizing were all filled internally.

Dividend proposal

in view of Burckhardt compression Group’s strong earnings per-
formance and the positive outlook, the Board of directors is pro-
posing a dividend of chF �.00 per share, which corresponds to a 
dividend payout ratio of 25% of net profit.
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corporate Governance

1. Group structure and shareholders

Group	structure
Burckhardt compression holding AG is a corporation organized 
under the laws of switzerland with legal domicile in Winterthur.

Burckhardt compression registered shares (Bchn) are listed on 
the sWX swiss stock exchange in Zurich (isin: ch00255�6027; 
security no. 00255�602). the market capitalization as per  
march ��, 2007 amounted to chF 678.� million.

information of the companies included in the consolidation 
scope of Burckhardt compression holding AG can be found in 
the financial report, section investments as per march ��, 2007.

Finance &
Administration

h. otz

it

d. oswald

hRm

R. Brunner

marketing

m. scanderbeg 
from 0�.�0.06

Quality & 
infrastructure 

R. Guthauser

Business 
development

p. huber
until �0.04.07

p. ernst from 0�.04.07

design &
manufacturing

dr. l. keller

sales

m. heller

customer support
service

m. pawlicek

contracting

p. ernst until 
��.0�.07

m. tanner from 0�.04.07

ceo

V. Vogt

Management	structure

Important	shareholders
As per march ��, 2007 the following groups of shareholders 
were registered:

Shareholders	 Number	of	shares	 %	

individuals 987,8�0 29
corporate entities 89�,7�� 26
shares in the process of transfer  �,�56,5�� �4
others �6�,928 ��
treasury shares 0 0

Total	 3,400,000	 100

p. huber until �0.09.06
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According to information available to the company, the following 
shareholders reported shareholdings above 5% of the share 
capital and voting rights as per march ��, 2007:

Name		 Country	 %	of	shares

members of the executive Board incl.
executive member of 
the Board of directors switzerland 2�.�
Bank of America usA 6.2 a)

deutsche Bank AG Germany 5.6 a)

a) According to the articles of incorporation of the Burckhardt compression holding AG the 
     voting rights of those shareholders is limited to 5%.

Cross-shareholdings
Burckhardt compression holding AG has no cross-shareholdings 
with any other company or group of companies.

2. Capital structure

Capital
the issued share capital of Burckhardt compression holding AG 
amounts to chF 8,500,000, comprising �,400,000 fully paid reg-
istered shares with a nominal value of chF 2.50 each.

Authorized	and	conditional	capital
Burckhardt compression holding AG has no authorized and/or 
conditional capital.

Changes	of	capital
there has been no movement in the share capital since 2002. 
there was a �:4 share split before the ipo in June 2006, and the 
company now has �,400,000 fully paid registered shares.

Shares	and	participation	certificates
Voting rights may only be exercised after the shareholder has 
been registered in the share register. All shares are entitled to 
full dividend rights. the voting right per shareholder is restricted 
to 5% of the total number of the registered shares recorded in 
the commercial register. this does not apply to shareholders 
that were in possession of more than 5% of the shares of Burck-
hardt compression holding AG before the initial public offering 
(ipo). the voting rights of Burckhardt shares held by the com-
pany or its subsidiaries are suspended.

the company has not issued any participation certificates (par-
tizipationsscheine) or dividend right certificates (Genussscheine).

Limitations	on	transferability	and	nominee	registrations
no person will be registered as a shareholder in the share register 
for more than 5% of the registered share capital. this limitation 
applies also to persons who hold shares wholly or partly through 
nominee agreements. this limitation also applies if shares are 
 acquired by exercising option, conversion or pre-emptive rights.

legal entities and partnerships which are linked by equity or vot-
ing rights, by sharing the same management or linked in some 
other way are counted as one entity. the same applies to individ-
uals, legal entities or partnerships that combine their sharehold-
ings for the purpose of circumventing registration limitations.

individual shareholders whose entry applications do not expressly 
declare that they hold their shares for their own account (nomi-
nees), will be entered in the share register with voting rights, 
provided that they are subject to supervision by a recognized 
banking and financial market regulator, and have signed an agree-
ment with the Board of directors concerning their status, and 
that the number of shares held by the nominee does not exceed 
2% of the registered share capital. Beyond this registration limit, 
the Board of directors may register nominees in the share regis-
ter with voting rights provided that such nominees disclose the 
names, addresses, nationalities and holdings of the persons on 
whose account they hold 2% or more of the registered share 
capital.

Convertible	loans	and	options
the company does not have any outstanding convertible bonds 
and has not issued any option rights.
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3. Board of Directors

Members
the articles of incorporation stipulate that the Board of directors consists of a mini-
mum of one and a maximum of seven members. At present, the composition of the 
Board of directors is as follows:

Name	 Nationality	 Position	 Date	of	first	
	 	 	 appointment

hans hess swiss chairman, non-executive June �, 2006

heinz Bachmann swiss deputy chairman, non-executive June �, 2006

urs Fankhauser swiss non-executive member June �, 2006

Valentin Vogt swiss chief executive officer (ceo) June �, 2006

  and executive member 

none of the non-executive board members was a member of the executive Board of 
a Burckhardt compression Group company. none of the non-executive members of 
the Board has important business connections with a Burckhardt group company.

Election	and	term	of	office
the members of the Board of directors are elected for a period of three years. 
Re-election is possible; there is no statutory age limit.

Hans	Hess	(1955)

education: 

degree in materials engineering from the 
Federal institute of technology Zurich, 
switzerland

professional background:

since 2006: self-employed

�996-2005: president and ceo, leica 
Geosystems AG, switzerland 

�99�-�996: president, leica optronics 
Group, switzerland

�989-�99�: Vice president, leica  
microscopy Group, switzerland

�98�-�988: manager of polyurethane  
division, huber & suhner AG, switzerland

�98�-�98�: development engineer, sulzer 
AG, switzerland

other important activities and interests:

- Board member of schaffner holding AG, 
switzerland

- Board member of Geberit AG, 
 switzerland

- Board member of comet holding AG, 
switzerland

- member Vontobel Foundation,  
switzerland

- trustee of ispRs Foundation

- deputy chairman and member of the 
swiss Armament committee

- member of executive management 
committee of swissmem
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Urs	Fankhauser	(1960)

education: 

degree in engineering htl Burgdorf, 
 switzerland, mBA henley management 
college, uk

professional background:

since 2002: division president sulzer 
chemtech ltd., switzerland and member 
of sulzer executive committee, switzer-
land

2000-2002: president north and south 
America, sulzer chemtech ltd., usA

�99�-2000: president east Asia pacific, 
sulzer chemtech ltd., singapore

�990-�99�: engineering manager, sulzer 
chemtech ltd., singapore

�989-�990: production engineer, sulzer 
pumps ltd., uk

Heinz	Bachmann	(1942)

education: 

degree in textile engineering from 
 Reutlingen college of Applied sciences 
for the textile industry, Germany

professional background:

�990-200�: ceo, saurer textile systems, 
switzerland

�98�-�989: chief Representative, 
 schuber & salzer maschinenfabrik AG, 
Germany, director and member of Group 
management, Rieter ltd., switzerland

�975-�980: managing director, lauffen-
mühle Group, Germany

�967-�974: member of Group manage-
ment and technical manager, Wellington 
industries ltd, south Africa

other important activities and interests:

- Board member of saurer AG, 
 switzerland

- chairman of santex Group, switzerland

- Board member of Grob AG, switzerland

- Board member of hunziker AG, 
 switzerland

- chairman of swiss-turkish chamber of 
commerce

- member of management committee of 
swissmem

Valentin	Vogt	(1960)

education: 

lic. oec. hsG st. Gallen, switzerland

professional background:

since 2000: ceo, Burckhardt compres-
sion Group, switzerland

�992-2000: president, sulzer metco AG, 
switzerland

�989-�992: cFo, sulzer metco division, 
switzerland

�986-�989: cFo, Alloy metals, usA

�985-�986: controller, sulzer AG, 
 switzerland

other important activities and interests:

- Board member of starragheckert 
 holding AG, switzerland

- member of management committee of 
swissmem
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Internal	organization
the Board of directors has the final responsibility for the busi-
ness strategy and the management of the Burckhardt compres-
sion Group. it has final authority and defines the guidelines re-
garding strategy, organization, financial planning and accounting 
for the Burckhardt compression Group. the Board of directors 
has delegated the day-to-day business to the ceo. the Board of 
directors appoints a secretary for the Board and for the company. 
the secretary does not need to be a member of the Board; cur-
rently the cFo of the company acts as secretary.

the Board of directors meets as often as required by the busi-
ness situation, but at least four times per year. since the ipo on 
June 26, 2006, the Board of directors held five meetings, with 
each meeting lasting half a day to one day. the Board of direc-
tors has a quorum when the majority of the members is present. 
decisions are passed by a simple majority. in the event of a tie, 
the chairman has the casting vote. A quorum is required if the 
meeting is held solely in order to take note of the fact that a cap-
ital increase has taken place and to decide on the subsequent 
amendments of the articles of incorporation.

the heads of sales, customer support services (css), design & 
manufacturing, contracting and the cFo, who also acts as secre-
tary, are regularly invited to Board meetings to report on the activ-
ities in their fields. the Board of directors has set up the following 
committees:

Audit	Committee
the Audit committee advises and supports the Board in all mat-
ters related to external and internal audits, risk management, ac-
counting policies and practices and compliance with accounting 
standards issued. since the ipo on June 26, 2006, the Audit 
committee has held one half-day meeting.

the members are:
- hans hess, chairman
- urs Fankhauser, member

Nomination	and	Compensation	Committee
this committee advises and assists the Board of directors on 
appointments and dismissals to and from the executive Board 
and draws up proposals for the appointment or dismissal of 
members of the Board of directors. Furthermore the nomination 
and compensation committee advises and assists the Board of 
directors on questions relating to the compensation of the Board 
members and the executive Board. the nomination and compen-
sation committee held no meetings between the ipo on June 26, 

2006 and march ��, 2007. its first meeting, lasting half a day, 
was held on may �4, 2007.

the members are:
- hans hess, chairman
- heinz Bachmann, member

 
Definition	of	areas	of	responsibility
the Board of directors has delegated the executive management 
of the company and the group to the ceo, with the exception of 
the following matters: 

- definition of the business policies and strategy of the group
- definition of the top-level organizational structure of the group
- Approval of the annual budget, the annual report and of 

 reporting and accounting policies
- ensuring adequate internal control systems based on recom-

mendations of the Audit committee 
- determination of the appropriate capital structure
- Appointment and dismissal of members to and from the 

 executive Board
- definition of salary guidelines and compensation of members 

of the executive Board
- election of the chairman, deputy chairman and of the 

 chairmen of the Audit committee and the nomination and 
compensation committee

- decisions on subsidiaries, capital expenditure projects, acqui-
sitions, financing transactions, insurance concepts and the 
 provision of guarantees if such decisions exceed the powers 
conferred on the ceo.

the powers of the executive Board and of the managements 
of the group companies are listed in detail in the delegation of 
authority.

Information	and	control	instruments
order intake, income statement, balance sheet, cash flow, head-
count, personnel costs and capital expenditures are reported and 
consolidated on a monthly basis. liquidity is reported and consol-
idated weekly. the annual budget is prepared and approved be-
tween January and march. Year-end projections are prepared as 
and when required, but always together with the annual budget. 
the monthly financial report is distributed to all members of the 
Board of directors, as well as to the members of the executive 
Board and the managing directors of the Burckhardt compres-
sion subsidiaries. At every Board meeting, the ceo, the area 
managers and the cFo report on the course of business and on 
all issues of relevance to the Group.
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4. Executive Board

Members

Name	 Nationality		 Function

Valentin Vogt swiss ceo and executive member of the Board 
  of directors

Regula Brunner swiss Vp human Resources

peter ernst swiss Vp contracting until ��.0�.2007 
  Vp Business development from 0�.04.2007

René Guthauser swiss Vp Quality & infrastructure

martin heller German Vp sales

peter huber swiss Vp marketing until �0.09.2006
  Vp Business development until �0.04.2007

dr. leonhard keller swiss Vp design & manufacturing

daniel oswald swiss Vp it

harry otz swiss cFo

marcel pawlicek swiss Vp customer support services

marco scanderbeg swiss Vp marketing from 0�.�0.2006

matthias tanner swiss Vp contracting from 0�.04.2007

none of the members of the executive Board is member of a management or super-
visory body of a major swiss or foreign organization outside of Burckhardt compres-
sion with the exception of Valentin Vogt who is a member of the Board of directors of 
starragheckert holding AG, switzerland. none of the members performs permanent 
management or consultant duties for major swiss or foreign lobby groups. none of 
the members performs official functions or holds political office.
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Regula	Brunner	(1957)

education: 

Federal diploma in human Resources

professional background:

since 2002: head of human Resources 
 department, Burckhardt compression AG, 
switzerland

2000-2002: human Resources Assistant, 
sulzer-Burckhardt AG, switzerland

�977-2000: Assistant to the management 
of various departments, sulzer AG, 
 switzerland

Peter	Ernst	(1942)

education: 

degree in mechanical engineering, htl 
 Zurich, switzerland

professional background:

From 0�.04.2007: head of Business devel-
opment, Burckhardt compression AG, 
switzerland

2002-2007: head of contracting, 
 Burckhardt compression AG, switzerland

�97�-200�: head of design, contracting 
and sizing, sulzer-Burckhardt AG, 
 switzerland

�969-�972: design engineer, sulzer-
Burckhardt AG, switzerland

Valentin	Vogt	(1960)

education: 

lic. oec. hsG st. Gallen, switzerland

professional background:

since 2000: ceo, Burckhardt compres-
sion Group, switzerland

�992-2000: president, sulzer metco AG, 
switzerland

�989-�992: cFo, sulzer metco division, 
switzerland

�986-�989: cFo, Alloy metals, usA

�985-�986: controller, sulzer AG, 
 switzerland

other important activities and interests:

- Board member of starragheckert 
 holding AG, switzerland

- member of management committee of 
swissmem
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Peter	Huber	(1945)

education: 

degree in mechanical engineering, htl 
Zurich, switzerland

professional background:

since 0�.�0.2006: head of Business 
 development, Burckhardt compression 
AG, switzerland

�992-2006: head of marketing, Burckhardt 
compression AG, switzerland 

�987-�99�: marketing oil and gas, pump 
division, sulzer AG, switzerland

�98�-�986: project manager in the pump 
division, sulzer AG, switzerland

�979-�98�: pump specialist and project 
engineer, sulzer inc., usA, and sulzer AG, 
switzerland

�974-�979: sales and project engineer, 
sulzer AG, switzerland

�968-�97�: designer, Application and 
construction engineer, sulzer AG, 
 switzerland, d.A.F., canada and sulzer 
inc., usA

Martin	Heller	(1954)

education: 

degree in mechanical engineering, htl 
 Winterthur, switzerland

professional background:

since 2000: head of sales, Burckhardt 
compression AG, switzerland

�997-2000: head of sales/contracting, 
petrochemical division, sulzer-Burckhardt 
AG, switzerland

�989-�997: sales manager, industrial Gas 
division, sulzer-Burckhardt AG, switzerland

�985-�988: sales engineer, sulzer-Burck-
hardt AG, switzerland

�98�-�984: design and project engineer, 
Georg Fischer AG, sulzer-Burckhardt AG 
and at sulzer inc., usA

René	Guthauser	(1965)

education: 

engineer ts

professional background:

since 2005: head of Quality  and infra-
structure, Burckhardt compression AG, 
switzerland

2002-2005: team leader contracting, 
Burckhardt compression AG, switzerland

�998-2002: sales engineer, sulzer-Burck-
hardt AG, switzerland

�989-�998: project and construction en-
gineer, sulzer-Burckhardt AG, switzerland, 
and sulzer inc., usA
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Daniel	Oswald	(1965)

education: 

degree in mechanical engineering, htl 
st. Gallen, switzerland

professional background:

since 2002: head of it, Burckhardt 
 compression AG, switzerland

2000-2002: head cost Accounting, 
 sulzer-Burckhardt AG, switzerland

�996-2000: Assistant to the plant manager, 
sulzer-Burckhardt AG, switzerland

�992-�996: head of cnc programming, 
sulzer Rüti AG, switzerland

�987-�992: machinist and cnc program-
mer, sulzer Rüti AG, switzerland

Harry	Otz	(1955)

education: 

degree in Business Administration hWV 
Zurich, switzerland

professional background:

since 2000: cFo, Burckhardt compression 
AG, switzerland

�997-2000: managing director, sulzer 
pumps, mexico

�992-�996: cFo, sulzer Bingham pumps 
inc., usA

�989-�99�: head of an audit group, 
 sulzer AG, switzerland

�985-�988: Assistant to the ceo, eternit-
eureka s.A., mexico

�98�-�984: Assistant controller, BBc 
 international, Brown Boveri AG, switzerland

Dr.	Leonhard	Keller	(1953)

education: 

degree in engineering, Federal institute of 
technology Zurich, switzerland, ph.d. 
(Rensselaer polytechnic institute, troy, 
n.Y., usA)

professional background:

since �997: head of design & 
 manufacturing, Burckhardt compression 
AG, switzerland

�99�-�997: technical manager, sulzer-
Burckhardt AG, switzerland

�990-�99�: Assistant to the technical 
manager, sulzer-Burckhardt AG, 
 switzerland

�986-�989: head of engine management 
systems, diesel division, sulzer AG, 
 switzerland

�982-�986: Research engineer, diesel 
 division, sulzer AG, switzerland
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Marco	Scanderbeg	(1966)

education: 

degree in mechanical engineering, htl 
Winterthur, switzerland

professional background:

since 0�.�0.2006: head of marketing, 
Burckhardt compression AG, switzerland 

200�-2006: marketing manager, 
 Burckhardt compression AG, switzerland

2002-200�: Business development 
 manager, Bühler AG, switzerland

2000-2002: market segment manager, 
Bühler AG, switzerland

�999-2000: executive director sales, 
 telsonic AG, switzerland

�992-�999: project and sales engineer, 
sulzer chemtech AG, switzerland

Matthias	Tanner	(1964)

education: 

degree in mechanical engineering, htl 
muttenz, switzerland

professional background:

From 0�.04.2007: head of contracting, 
Burckhardt compression AG, switzerland 

2002-2007: head of sizing, Burckhardt 
compression AG, switzerland 

�998-2002: head of technology process 
and hyper compressors, sulzer-Burck-
hardt AG, switzerland

�995-�998: sales engineer, sulzer-
 Burckhardt AG, switzerland

Marcel	Pawlicek	(1963)

education: 

degree in mechanical engineering, htl 
Winterthur, switzerland

professional background:

since 200�: head of css, Burckhardt 
compression AG, switzerland

�999-200�: head sales and contracting 
hpi, sulzer-Burckhardt AG, switzerland

�989-�999: project manager and mar-
keting & sales manager for Burckhardt 
compressors, sulzer inc., usA

�986-�989: design engineer, sulzer-
Burckhardt AG, switzerland
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5. Compensation, shareholdings and loans

Non-executive	Directors
non-executive Board members receive remuneration in the form 
of a fixed director’s fee.

this remuneration is paid in cash. non-executive members of 
the Board of directors do not receive bonuses. the directors’ 
emoluments are set by the Board of directors as a whole in re-
sponse to a proposal from the nomination and compensation 
committee.

Executive	Board	including	Executive	Member	of	the	Board	of	
Directors
the executive Board (and all executives of the Burckhardt com-
pression Group) and the executive member of the Board of di-
rectors receive a performance and result-based bonus in addition 
to their base salaries. total pay consisting of the base salary plus 
target bonus reflects the median market valuation of the relevant 
position, individual qualifications, and the prevailing local labor 
market conditions. the latter are regularly assessed and salary 
ranges adjusted accordingly. the target bonus corresponds to a 
percentage of the base annual salary; the actual bonus paid de-
pends on the achievement of individual targets, 60-70% are of a 
financial nature, e.g. eBit, order intake, project margin, net 
 finance position; �0-40% are of a non-financial nature. A per-
centage weighting is defined for each target. the minimum bonus 
amounts to 50% of the target bonus. the maximum bonus 
amounts to 250% of the target bonus, while no bonus at all is 
paid if the minimum target level is not achieved. executive Board 
members and the executive member of the Board of directors 
receive neither shares nor option plans or other similar incentives.

the entire remuneration system is regularly reviewed by the 
nomination and compensation committee, which submits a pro-
posal to the Board of directors as a whole regarding the annual 
bonus criteria and the total remuneration of the executive Board 
and the executive member of the Board of directors. changes to 
the system of remuneration are subject to a decision by the 
Board of directors as a whole.

no severance payments were made to former directors or mem-
bers of the executive Board. the contracts of the executive Board 
members may be cancelled with a notice period of six months 
and make no provision for severance payments. the members of 
the Board of directors and the executive Board have received 
neither loans nor advances. the following compensation (exclud-
ing social benefits) was paid to members of the Board of directors 
and the executive Board members in the fiscal year 2006:

 No	of	persons in �,000 chF

non-executive directors � �67
executive member of the Board of directors � 467
members of the executive Board �� �’9��

Share	allocation
the former major shareholder (Zurmont capital i AG) had initiated 
immediately before the ipo according to the shareholders agree-
ment of July �9, 2002 a transfer of 2�8’000 Burckhardt compres-
sion holding AG shares to the existing management shareholders. 
At the same time �’685 out the 2�8’000 shares were transferred 
to the other members of the executive Board. this allocation 
was staggered in two steps: the first allocation of �’920 shares 
does not include any restrictions. the second allocation of �’765 
shares is locked-up for five years. if a recipient should leave the 
company before the expiration of the lock-up period he/she must 
sell those shares at the original exercise price to the company. 

Share	ownership	as	per	March	31,	2007
- non-executive directors 9,600 shares
- members of the executive Board 
 incl. executive member of the Board 
 of directors  7�7,��5 shares

Advisory	mandates
no member of the Board of directors received or performed any 
advisory mandates for a company of Burckhardt compression 
holding AG during the reporting period 2006.

 
6. Shareholders’ participation rights

Voting	rights	restrictions	and	representation	of	voting	rights
no person or company will be registered as a shareholder in the 
share register for more than 5% of the registered share capital. 
this limitation applies also to persons who hold shares wholly 
or partly through nominee agreements. this limitation also ap-
plies if shares are acquired by exercising option, conversion or 
pre-emptive rights. this restriction on voting rights does not ap-
ply to shareholders that were in possession of more than 5% of 
the shares of Burckhardt compression holding AG before the 
ipo. there is no provision for measures to remove restrictions.

A shareholder may be represented at the Annual General meeting 
of shareholders by a legal representative, another shareholder 
with the right to vote, a corporate proxy, an independent proxy, or 
a custody account representative. All shares held by a shareholder 
may be represented by only one person.

Statutory	quorums
A majority of at least two-thirds of the voting rights represented 
is required for changes to the company’s Articles of incorporation.

Convocation	of	the	General	Meeting	of	Shareholders
none of the applicable regulations deviate from the law.
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Agenda
shareholders who together represent at least �0% of the share 
capital or shares with a nominal value of at least chF �,000,000 
can ask for an item to be included on the agenda of the General 
meeting. the Board of directors must receive written proposals 
for items to be included on the agenda, specifying the issue to 
be discussed and the shareholders’ proposals, at least 60 days 
before the date of the General meeting.

Entries	in	the	share	register
the closing date for registered shareholders to be entered in the 
share register is six working days prior to the General meeting 
of shareholders.

 
7. Changes of control and defense measures

Obligation	to	make	an	offer
once shareholders acquire ���/�% of the capital and voting rights 
they will be under an obligation to submit a public tender offer. 
the Articles of incorporation contain neither an opting-out nor an 
opting-in clause.

Clauses	on	changes	of	control
there are no provisions for special severance payments for 
members of the Board of directors or members of the executive 
Board, including the executive member of the Board of directors, 
in the event of a change of control over Burckhardt compression 
holding AG.

8. Auditors

Mandate	and	term	of	office	of	the	lead	auditor
pricewaterhousecoopers AG (pwc) has been the statutory audi-
tor of the Burckhardt compression holding AG and the Burck-
hardt compression Group auditor pursuant to Art. 7��a of the 
swiss code of obligations since 2002. the statutory and Group 
auditors are elected by the General meeting of shareholders for 
one year at a time. mr. urs honegger has been lead auditor since 
2002.

Information	tools	of	the	external	auditors	
the Audit committee assists the Board of directors in monitoring 
the company’s accounting and financial reporting. it assesses the 
internal control procedures, the management of business risks, 
the audit plan and scope, the conduct of the audits and their 
 results. the Audit committee also reviews the auditor’s fees. the 
Group auditor is present during the examination of the consoli-
dated annual and semi-annual financial statements. once a year, 
the members of the Audit committee receive from the Group 
 auditor a summary of the audit findings and suggested improve-
ments. since the ipo on 26 June 2006, the Audit committee has 
held one half-day meeting in which the lead auditor took part.

Auditor’s	fees
the total fees for auditing services performed by pwc amounted 
to chF 47�’000 (fiscal year 2005 chF ��9’000) for the 2006 fis-
cal year 2006. this sum includes fees of chF 224’669 for audits 
in connection with the ipo. 

Fees for other advisory services, performed by pwc amounted 
to chF �48’000 for the 2006 fiscal year (fiscal year 2005 chF 
56’000) including chF �27’000 for tax advisory services in con-
nection with the ipo.

 
9. Information policy

Burckhardt compression holding AG reports order intake, sales, 
result, balance sheet, cash flow and changes in shareholder’s 
equity on a semi-annual basis, together with comments on the 
trend of business and the outlook for the future. Burckhardt 
compression holding AG provides share-price-sensitive infor-
mation in accordance with the ad hoc disclosure requirements 
laid down in the listing Rules of the sWX swiss exchange. 
Burckhardt compression holding AG will send via e-mail distri-
bution potentially share price-sensitive information to all inter-
ested parties. Financial reports will be delivered on request.

Key	dates	for	2007	and	2008:

June 5, 2007 Results of fiscal year 2006 
 (as per march ��, 2007)

July 7, 2007 Annual General meeting of 
 shareholders

november �4, 2007 Results of the first half of 
 fiscal year 2007
 (as per september �0, 2007)

June �0, 2008 Results of fiscal year 2007
 (as per march ��, 2008)

details of these dates, possible changes, the company profile, 
current share prices, presentations and contact addresses can 
be found at www.burckhardtcompression.com, where interested 
parties can also subscribe to the e-mail distribution list.
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Frame work of a laby® labyrinth piston compressor

laby® before the mechanical test run

Quality inspection

motion work assembly of a hyper compressor

Assembly of a process gas compressor in Winterthur

cylinder pressure test to check leakage

interface between human being and machine

state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment allows  
efficient machining of precision parts

Pages	36-43:	Company	and	Products
Burckhardt compression manufactures reciprocating 
compressors in modern facilities in Winterthur, swit-
zerland, and pune, india. sales and service engineers 
in Winterthur and in our subsidiaries together with our 
global agents‘ network assure close customer contact.
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Financial Report

Comments on financial report

Summary

in �’000 chF 2006	 2005

order intake 408’222 �2�’499 
sales 266’677 2�0’407 
Gross profit 99’�60 65’995 
operating income 55’586 29’567 
profit for the period after minority interests 40’�26 22’09� 
Balance sheet total 270’085 �8�’020
shareholders’ equity �08’269 66’��7 
Basic earnings per share in chF ��.80 6.5 
headcount 7�2 6�8

 
Sales

Burckhardt compression increased sales by 26.7% to chF 266.7 
mio. in the fiscal year 2006. After adjustment for currency fluc-
tuations sales growth amounts to 27.4%. Both business activities 
have contributed to the sales growth: sales of the new machine 
business increased by ��.9% and sales of css increased by 
�8.2%.

Burckhardt compression also increased the gross profit margin 
from ��.4% in the fiscal year 2005 to �7.2% in the fiscal year 
2006. the higher gross profit margin results mainly from the 
new machine business, product mix, successful project manage-
ment, efficiency improvements and the high work load. 

Operating income 

the operating income (eBit) of the fiscal year 2006 (chF 55.6 
mio.) exceeds the operating income of the previous fiscal year 
by 88.0%. the operating income margin amounts to 20.8% 
compared to �4.�% in the previous fiscal year. the increase 
bases on one side on the higher gross profit and on the other 
side on the selling, marketing and administrative expenses 
which increased less in proportion to the sales growth. the 
 administrative expenses include one-time expenses of chF �.4 
mio. relating to the ipo. Research and development expenses 
 increased by chF 0.8 mio.; they amount to 2.0% of sales for the 
fiscal year 2006 compared to 2.2% of sales for the fiscal year 
2005. the other operating income increased due to foreign cur-
rency exchange gains in comparison to the previous fiscal year. 

Financial income

the repayment of the shareholder loan in the fiscal year 2006 
 allowed Burckhardt compression to reduce substantially the in-
terest expenses. the deterioration of the other financial expenses 
by chF �.4 mio. resulted mainly from the valuation of the swiss 
Franc loans in some foreign Burckhardt compression companies. 

income tax expenses increased by chF 6.5 mio. due to the 
higher profit for the period. the tax rate of the fiscal year 2006 
equals with 25.4% closely the tax rate of the previous fiscal year 
(24.9%).
  

Profit for the period after minority interests

Burckhardt compression generated a profit for the period (after 
minority interests) of chF 40.� mio. which amounts to �5.0% of 
sales compared with chF 22.� mio. amounting to �0.0% of sales 
in the previous fiscal year. the increased profit for the period 
 resulted from the higher operating income. the basic earnings 
of the fiscal year 2006 total chF ��.80 per share while they 
 totalled chF 6.50 per share in the fiscal year 2005. 

Balance sheet

the increased business volume had an impact on the balance 
sheet: the balance sheet total has grown by 49.2% to chF 270.� 
mio. compared with the previous fiscal year. the biggest changes 
comprise on the asset-side inventories which increased by chF 
�8.8 mio.; trade receivables which increased by chF �6.2 mio. 
and cash and cash equivalents which increased by chF 28.7 mio. 
on the liability-side the major changes include shareholders’ 
 equity and current liabilities which increased by chF 42.2 mio., 
respectively by chF 44.9 mio. compared with the previous fiscal 
year. the increase of the current liabilities resulted mainly from 
higher customer advance payments. the average working capital 
amounted to 6.4% of sales in the fiscal year 2006 as against 8.5% 
in the fiscal year 2005. Because of the high profit for the period 
shareholders’ equity grew from �6.5% in the previous fiscal year 
to 40.�%. it is expected that Burckhardt compression will achieve 
the targeted equity ratio of 45–50%. 
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Cash Flow

the cash flow from operating activities increased basically due 
to the operating income. Because of higher sales inventories, 
 receivables and other positions of the working capital grew sub-
stantially. For investments in intangible assets, property, plant 
and equipment chF 0.5 mio. lower cash out was required. major 
capital expenditures comprised the purchase of machine tools 
for chF 2.� mio., it hard- and software for chF �.5 mio. and 
new patterns for chF �.� mio. less cash out was needed for the 
repayment of borrowings in the fiscal year 2006. the higher 
cash flow from operating activities, less cash out for investments 
and for repayment of borrowings resulted in an increase of cash 
from chF 29.7 mio. in the fiscal year 2005 to chF 55.� mio. in 
the fiscal year 2006. 
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Consolidated income statement

in �’000 chF Notes	 2006	 2005

Sales	 0�	 266’677	 210’407	
cost of goods sold  -�67’5�7 -�44’4�2
 
Gross	profit	 04	 99’160	 65’995	
selling and marketing expenses  -24’9�4 -22’�29 
General and administrative expenses  -��’89� -9’9�7 
Research and development expenses 06 -5’�25 -4’565 
other operating income / expenses 07 556 20� 

Operating	income	 	 55’586	 29’567	
Finance costs  -7�� -�’��4 
other financial income / expenses 08 -270 �’�66 

Profit	before	income	taxes	 	 54’603	 29’619	
income tax expense 09 -��’867 -7’�66 

Profit	for	the	period	 	 40’736	 22’253	
profit for the period attributable to   
- shareholders of Burckhardt compression holding AG  40’�26 22’09� 
- minority interests  6�0 �60 

Earnings	per	share	for	profit	attributable	to	shareholders
of	Burckhardt	Compression	Holding	AG	(in	CHF): 
- Basic �7 ��.80 6.50
- diluted �7 ��.80 6.50

the notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated balance sheet

in �’000 chF Notes	 31.03.07	 31.03.06

Non-current	assets    
intangible assets �0 27’452 27’245 
property, plant and equipment �� 22’068 �9’599 
derivative financial instruments 2� ��7 55 
trade and other receivables �� 494 59�
deferred tax assets 09 6�0 805 
Total	 	 50’741	 48’295	

Current	assets    
inventories �2 94’700 55’854 
trade and other receivables �� 6�’�75 44’808
marketable securities �4 5’562 2’�57 
derivative financial instruments 2� 569 �6 
cash and cash equivalents �5 55’��8 29’690 
Total	 	 219’344	 132’725	

Total	assets	 	 270’085	 181’020	

Equity    
share capital �7 8’500 8’500 
other reserves  -688 -2’0�2 
Retained earnings  97’66� 57’5�2 
Total	before	minority	interests	 	 105’473	 64’020	
minority interests  2’796 2’097 
Total	 	 108’269	 66’117	

Liabilities    
non-current liabilities    
Borrowings �8 � �89 
derivative financial instruments 2� 40� 466 
deferred tax liabilities 09 6’�06 4’�50 
provisions �9 8’502 7’954 
Total	 	 15’010	 12’959	
   
current liabilities    
Borrowings �8 2’490 �2’626 
trade accounts payable  �9’460 �6’069 
current income tax liabilities  6’4�5 4’774 
customers’ advance payments  84’842 42’6�5 
derivative financial instruments 2� 887 �’879 
other current and accrued liabilities 20 29’�27 2�’28� 
provisions �9 �’585 2’678 
Total	 	 146’806	 101’944	

Total	 	 161’816	 114’903	

Total	equity	and	liabilities	 	 270’085	 181’020	

 
the notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity

 Attributable to equity holders of Burckhardt compression holding AG
  
in �’000 chF Notes	 Share	capital	 Other	 Retained	 Total	 Minority	 Total
	 	 	 reserves	 earnings	 	 interest

Balance	as	per	1.04.05		 �7	 8’500		 -694		 35’439		 43’245	 0		 43’245	
       
cash flow hedges, net of tax   -�’862   -�’862  -�’862 
currency translation differences   544   544  544
Expenses	for	the	period	recognized	directly	in	equity	 	 	 -1’318		 	 -1’318	 	 -1’318	
profit for the period 2005    22’09�  22’09� �60  22’25� 
Total	recognized	income	for	2005	 	 	 -1’318		 22’093		 20’775	 160		 20’935	
minority interests arising on business combination 25     �’9�7  �’9�7 
Balance	as	per	31.03.06	 	 8’500		 -2’012		 57’532		 64’020	 2’097		 66’117	
       

Balance	as	per	1.04.06	 	 8’500		 -2’012		 57’532		 64’020	 2’097		 66’117	
cash flow hedges, net of tax   �’286  �’286  �’286
share based payments 27   85� 85�  85�
currency translation differences   �8  �8 89 �27
Expenses	for	the	period	recognized	directly	in	equity	 	 	 1’324	 853	 2’177	 89	 2’266
profit for the period 2006    40’�26 40’�26 6�0 40’7�6
Total	recognized	income	for	2006	 	 	 1’324	 40’979	 42’303	 699	 43’002
dividends    -850 -850  -850
Balance	as	per	31.03.07	 	 8’500	 -688	 97’661	 105’473	 2’796	 108’269

the notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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Consolidated cash flow statement

in �’000 chF Notes	 2006	 2005

Cash	flow	from	operating	activities:    
operating income �� 55’586 29’567 
depreciation �0 4’286 4’�49 
Amortization  876 �84 
change in inventories  -�9’�8� -7’965 
change in accounts receivable  -�8’874 -�’628 
change in other net current assets  5�’756 6’229 
change in provisions  �’02� 2’��9 
changes in non-monetary items  7�8 2’�54 
interest received  45� 0
interest paid  -��� -946 
income tax paid  -�0’67� -907 
Total	 	 47’657	 33’776	
   
Cash	flow	from	investing	activities:    
purchase of property, plant and equipment  -6’946 -8’807 
Acquisition of intangible assets  -�’�40 0
Acquisition of subsidiaries, net of cash acquired  0 -5’�89 
sale of marketable securities �4 2’�09 7’508 
purchase of marketable securities �4 -5’502 0 
sale of financial assets  �� 0 
purchase of financial assets  -4 -6� 
Total	 	 -11’452	 -6’549	

Cash	flow	from	financing	activities:    
Repayment of borrowings  -9’862 -�7’040 
dividends paid �7 -850 0
Total	 	 -10’712	 -17’040
	
currency translation differences on cash and cash equivalents  -45 �52 

Net	change	in	cash	and	cash	equivalents	 	 25’448	 10’339	
   
cash and cash equivalents as per �.04.06 / �.04.05  �5 29’690 �9’�5� 
cash and cash equivalents as per ��.0�.07 / ��.0�.06 �5 55’��8 29’690
 
Net	change	in	cash	and	cash	equivalents	 	 25’448	 10’339	
     	
the notes to the consolidated financial statements are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements. 
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements

1. General information 

Burckhardt compression is one of the market leaders in the field 
of reciprocating compressor technology and the only manufac-
turer that offers a complete range of laby® (labyrinth piston), 
process gas and hyper compressors. these compressors are 
used in a wide range of applications in the chemical and petro-
chemical industry, in refineries, in air separation systems and for 
gas transport and storage. Burckhardt compression products 
are required to compress, cool or liquefy gas, for example hydro-
carbon or industrial gases. its customers include multinational 
companies in the oil, gas, petrochemicals and chemicals indus-
tries. in addition to its thriving new installation business, a ma-
jor driver of the company’s success is its global service network, 
which generates a substantial share of company revenues. this 
global network enables Burckhardt compression to offer com-
prehensive customer support services, such as delivery of top-
quality components, servicing of compressor valves, complete 
system overhauls, engineering services and the fulfillment of 
comprehensive maintenance contracts. 

Burckhardt compression holding AG is a limited liability com-
pany incorporated and domiciled in switzerland. the address of 
its registered office is: im link 5, 8404 Winterthur, switzerland. 
Burckhardt registered shares (Bchn) are listed on sWX swiss 
exchange (isn: ch00255�6027; security nr. 255�602). 

Burckhardt compression holding AG’s fiscal year 2006 com-
prises the period April �, 2006 through march ��, 2007. these 
consolidated financial statements were authorized for issue by 
the Board of directors on may 2�, 2007 and are subject to ap-
proval of the annual general meeting scheduled for July 7, 2007.  

2. Accounting principles

2.1.	Basis	of	accounting
the principal accounting policies applied in the preparation of 
these consolidated financial statements are set out below. un-
less otherwise stated, the policies described have been consis-
tently applied to all the reporting periods presented. 

the 2006 consolidated financial statements of Burckhardt com-
pression holding AG were prepared in accordance with interna-
tional Financial Reporting standards (iFRs) and interpretation of 
international Accounting standards Boards (iAsB). the consoli-
dated financial statements are prepared on a historical cost ba-
sis with the exception of available-for-sale financial assets mea-
sured at fair value and financial assets and financial liabilities 
including derivative financial instruments measured at fair value 
through profit or loss. 

the preparation of consolidated financial statements in confor-
mity with iFRs requires the use of certain estimates. it also 
 requires management to exercise its judgment in the process of 
applying the company-wide accounting policies. Areas involving 
a higher degree of judgment or complexity, or areas where 
 assumptions and estimates are significant to the consolidated 
 financial statements are disclosed in section “critical accounting 
estimates and judgments”.

2.2.	Changes	in	accounting	policies
As per closing date march ��, 2007 the following new or revised 
iFRs standards and interpretations have become effective:
-  iAs �9 (revised): employee benefits
-  iAs 2�(revised): effects of changes in foreign exchange rates
-  iAs �9 (revised): cash flow hedge accounting of forecast 

 intragroup transactions, valuation of financial instruments
-  iAs �9 and iFRs 4 (revised): presentation of financial 

 guarantees 
-  iFRs � (revised): First time adoption of international financial 

reporting standards
-  iFRs 6: exploration for and evaluation of mineral resources
-  iFRic 4:determining whether an arrangement contains a lease
-  iFRic 5: Rights to interests arising from decommissioning, 

restoration and environmental rehabilitation funds
-  iFRic 6: liabilities arising from participating in a specific 

 market – waste electrical and electronic equipment

the management assessed these new standards and interpreta-
tions and concluded that none of those standards has any mate-
rial effect on the financial reporting of Burckhardt compression 
with the exception of iAs �9 (revised). the revision of iAs �9 
 resulted in additional information about employee benefits that 
have been disclosed in the notes to the financial statements 
2006.  

the following new iFRs standards and interpretations will become 
effective with the next annual accounts:

- iAs �: presentation of financial statements (in January �, 2007)
- iAs 2�: Borrowing costs (in January �, 2009) 
- iFRs 7: Financial instruments: disclosures (in January �, 2007)
- iFRs 8: operating segments (in January �, 2009)
- iFRic 7: Applying the restatements approach under iAs 29 
 (financial reporting in hyperinflationary economies) 
 (in march �, 2006)
- iFRic 8: scope of iFRs 2 (in may �, 2006)
- iFRic 9: Reassessment of embedded derivatives 
 (in June �, 2006)
-  iFRic �0: interim financial reporting and impairment 
 (in november �, 2006)
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-  iFRic ��: iFRs 2- Group and treasury share transactions 
 (in march �, 2007)
- iFRic �2: service concession arrangements 
 (in January �, 2008)

Burckhardt compression is currently assessing the potential 
 impacts of these new standards and interpretations and required 
adjustments in the financial reporting. iFRs 7 could be of special 
importance for Burckhardt compression. the disclosure require-
ments about financial instruments have completely changed. 
iFRs 7 requires qualitative and quantitative information about 
the extent of risks from financial instruments including minimum 
disclosures about credit, liquidity and market risks as well as 
sensitivity analysis regarding the market risks. the adoption of 
iFRs 7 requires the extension of iAs � (presentation of financial 
statements). Qualitative information about objectives, methods 
and processes of the management of capital has to be disclosed. 
in addition external minimum capital requirements and violations 
against those requirements and resulting consequences have to 
be disclosed.

iFRs 8 includes segment reporting and replaces iAs �4. iFRs 8 
requires that the operating segments in the annual financial 
 reporting base on the management reporting. this standard 
 influences the formation, reporting and valuation of segments. 
Burckhardt compression is currently assessing the potential 
 impacts on the financial reporting.   

 
2.3.	Consolidation	principles
the consolidated financial statements include all entities where 
Burckhardt compression holding AG has the power to control 
the financial and operating policy, usually as a result of owning 
more than 50% of the voting rights. new Group companies are 
fully consolidated from the date on which control passes to 
Burckhardt compression and deconsolidated from the date on 
which control ceases. the full consolidation method is applied to 
all consolidated entities. Assets and liabilities, and income and 
expenses, are recognized in full. minority interests are presented 
separately on the face of the balance sheet and income statement. 
All material intercompany transactions and balances, including 
unrealized gains and losses on transactions between Group 
companies, are eliminated. the Group companies are listed in 
section investments as of march ��, 2007.

2.4.	Foreign	currency	translation	
items included in the financial statements of each Group com-
pany are measured using the currency of the primary economic 
environment in which the entity operates (functional currency). 
the consolidated financial statements are prepared in swiss 
francs, which is the functional and the reporting currency of 
Burckhardt compression holding AG.

in the single-entity financial statements of Group companies, 
foreign-currency income and expenses are translated at the 
rates prevailing at the transaction date and foreign-currency as-

sets and liabilities at year-end rates. the resulting foreign ex-
change gains or losses are recognized in profit or loss. 
 
For consolidation purposes, items in the balance sheets of for-
eign Group companies are translated at year-end rates, while in-
come statement items are translated at average rates for the 
 period. the resulting currency translation differences are recog-
nized in equity and, in the event of an entity’s deconsolidation, 
transferred to the income statement as part of the gain or loss 
on the entity’s disposal or liquidation. 

2.5.	Intangible	assets
intangible assets include material customer lists, licenses, pat-
ents, trademarks and similar rights acquired from third parties. 
they are amortized over their expected useful lives, but over a 
period not exceeding �0 years. immaterial purchased patents, 
 licenses or trademarks and any internally generated intangible 
assets are expensed as incurred. Acquired computer software 
 licenses are capitalized on the basis of the costs incurred to 
 acquire and bring to use the specific software. these costs are 
amortized over their useful life (� to 5 years). internal costs 
 associated with developing or maintaining computer software 
programs are recognized as an expense as occurred.

Goodwill represents the excess of the cost of an acquisition over 
the fair value of the Group’s share of the net identifiable assets, 
liabilities and contingent liabilities of the acquired entity at the 
date of the acquisition. Goodwill arising on acquisitions is recog-
nized under intangible assets. Goodwill recognized is tested 
 annually for impairment and carried at cost less accumulated 
impairment losses. Gains and losses arising on an entity’s dis-
posal comprise the carrying amount of the goodwill allocated to 
the entity being disposed of. Goodwill is allocated to cash-gener-
ating units for the purpose of the impairment test. it is allocated 
to those cash-generating units that are expected to benefit from 
the business combination on which the goodwill arose.

2.6.	Property,	plant	and	equipment
items of property, plant and equipment are stated at cost less 
depreciation and write-downs for impairment, if required. they 
are depreciated on a straight-line basis over their estimated use-
ful lives. plots of land are carried at cost and only written down 
when impaired. the estimated useful lives are as follows for:

Buildings 20 to 50 years
machinery 5 to �5 years
equipment 5 to �0 years
tools, patterns and it hardware max. 5 years

2.7.	Impairment	of	assets
Assets that have an indefinite useful life are not depreciated or 
amortized, but instead tested annually for impairment. Assets 
that are depreciated or amortized are reviewed for impairment 
whenever events or changes in circumstances indicate that the 
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carrying amount may not be recoverable. An impairment loss is 
recognized for the amount by which the asset’s carrying amount 
exceeds its recoverable amount. the recoverable amount is the 
higher of an asset’s fair value less costs to sell and its value in 
use. Value in use is calculated based on the estimated future 
cash flows, usually over a period of five years, and the projec-
tions for subsequent years. the results are discounted at an ap-
propriate long-term interest rate. For the purpose of the impair-
ment test, assets are grouped at the lowest level for which there 
are separately identifiable cash flows (cash-generating units).

2.8.	Inventories
Raw materials, supplies and consumables are stated at the lower 
of cost and net realizable value, as are finished products and 
work in progress. the cost of finished products and work in 
progress comprises material costs, direct and indirect produc-
tion costs and other order-related production costs. inventories 
are stated at weighted average costs based on their type and 
use. Valuation allowances are recognized for slow-moving and 
excess inventory items.

2.9.	Trade	and	other	accounts	receivable
trade and other accounts receivable are non-interest-bearing 
and stated at their nominal amount less valuation allowances for 
doubtful amounts. An impairment loss is recognized when there 
is objective evidence that the Group will not be able to collect 
the full amount due. impairment losses are recognized in the in-
come statement. the carrying amounts thus determined corre-
spond to fair value.

2.10.	Financial	assets
Financial assets are divided into the following categories:

- Financial assets “at fair value through profit or loss”: this 
 category has two sub-categories: financial assets held for 
trading and those designated at fair value through profit or 
loss at inception. A financial asset is assigned to this category 
if acquired principally for the purpose of selling in the short 
term or if designated as such by management. derivatives are 
also assigned to this category unless they are designated as 
hedges. Assets in this category are presented as current assets 
if they are either held for trading or are expected to be realized 
within �2 months of the balance sheet date.

- loans and receivables: loans and receivables are non-deriva-
tive financial assets with fixed or determinable payments that 
are not quoted in an active market. they are included in cur-
rent assets unless the maturity date is more than �2 months 
after the balance sheet date, in which case they are presented 
as non-current assets. loans and receivables are carried in the 
balance sheet under trade and other receivables.

- held-to-maturity investments: held-to-maturity investments 
are non-derivative financial assets with fixed or determinable 

payments and fixed maturities that the management intends to 
hold to maturity. during the fiscal year, Burckhardt compression 
Group did not hold any investments in this category.

- Available-for-sale financial assets: Available-for-sale financial 
assets are non-derivative financial assets that are either classi-
fied as such or not assigned to any of the other categories. 
they are included in non-current assets unless management 
intends to dispose of them within �2 months of the balance 
sheet date.

Regular purchases and sales of financial assets are recognized 
on trade date – the date on which Burckhardt compression com-
mits to purchase or sell the asset. Financial assets not classified 
as at fair value through profit or loss are initially stated at fair 
value plus transaction costs. Financial assets classified as at fair 
value through profit or loss are initially stated at fair value, with 
the related transaction costs recognized in the income statement. 
Financial assets are derecognized when the rights to receive 
cash flows from the assets have expired or been transferred and 
Burckhardt compression has transferred substantially all risks 
and rewards of ownership. Available-for-sale financial assets and 
assets classified as at fair value through profit or loss are subse-
quently measured at fair value. loans and receivables and held-
to-maturity investments are carried at amortized cost using the 
effective interest method. 

Gains or losses arising on financial assets measured at fair value 
through profit or loss, including interest and dividend income, 
are presented in the income statement on a net basis within 
other financial income/expenses in the period in which they arise. 

in the event of changes in the fair value of monetary items that 
are denominated in a foreign currency and classified as available 
for sale, currency translation differences resulting from changes 
in amortized cost are recognized in the income statement and 
other changes in carrying amount are recognized directly in 
 equity. changes in the fair value of other monetary and non-
monetary assets classified as available for sale are recognized 
directly in equity. if available-for-sale assets are sold or impaired, 
the accumulated fair value changes recognized directly in equity 
are taken to the income statement. dividends on available-for-
sale equity instruments are recognized in the income statement 
when the right to receive payment is established.

the fair value of quoted investments is based on current bid 
prices. if there is no active market for a financial asset or if the 
asset is not quoted, fair value is determined using suitable valu-
ation methods. these include the use of recent arm’s length 
transactions, reference to other instruments that are essentially 
the same, discounted cash flow analysis and option pricing 
models based as far as possible on market data and as little as 
possible on company-specific data. 

At each balance sheet date, the Group assesses whether there is 
objective evidence that a financial asset or group of financial as-
sets is impaired. if there is evidence that an available-for-sale 
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asset is impaired, the cumulative loss (measured as the differ-
ence between the acquisition cost and current fair value less any 
impairment loss on that asset previously recognized in the in-
come statement) is eliminated from equity and recognized in the 
income statement. 

- derivative financial instruments: Burckhardt compression uses 
derivative financial instruments exclusively as hedges of the 
exposure to variability in cash flows that is attributable to a 
particular risk associated with a recognized asset or liability or 
a highly probable forecast transaction (cash flow hedges). At 
inception of the hedge, Burckhardt compression documents 
the hedging relationship between the hedging instrument and 
the hedged item, its risk management objective and the under-
lying strategy for undertaking the hedge. At inception of the 
hedge and on an ongoing basis, it also documents its assess-
ment of whether the derivatives used in the hedging relation-
ship are highly effective in offsetting changes in the fair value 
or cash flows of the hedged item. the fair values of the various 
derivative financial instruments used for hedging purposes are 
listed in the note 2� “derivative financial instruments”. the full 
fair value of derivative financial instruments designated as 
hedging instruments is presented as a non-current asset or 
non-current liability if, as of the balance sheet date, the 
 remaining term of the hedged item exceeds �2 months and as 
a current asset or current liability if the remaining term is 
shorter. derivative financial instruments held for trading are 
presented as current assets or current liabilities.

 the effective portion of changes in the fair value of derivatives 
intended and qualifying as cash flow hedges is recognized 
 directly in equity. the ineffective portion of such fair value 
changes is recognized in the income statement net, within 
other operating income/expenses. Amounts recognized directly 
in equity are reclassified into profit or loss and recognized as 
income or expense in the same period in which the hedged 
item affects profit or loss (e.g. on the date on which a hedged 
future sale takes place). 

 When a hedging instrument expires or is sold, or when a 
hedge no longer meets the criteria for hedge accounting, the 
cumulative gain or loss existing in equity at that time remains 
in equity and is only taken to the income statement when the 
hedged forecast transaction occurs. When a forecast transac-
tion is no longer expected to occur, the cumulative gain or loss 
recognized directly in equity is immediately transferred to the 
income statement.

2.11.	Cash	and	cash	equivalents
these comprise cash, demand deposits, other short-term highly 
liquid financial assets with original maturities of three months or 
less and bank overdrafts. cash and cash equivalents are stated 
at fair value. Bank overdrafts are presented in the balance sheet 
as borrowings under current liabilities.

2.12.	Trade	accounts	payable,	customers’	advance	payments	
and	other	liabilities

these are stated at face value.

2.13.	Borrowings
Bank and other financial debts are initially recognized at fair value, 
net of any transaction costs incurred. in subsequent periods, they 
are measured at amortized cost. Any difference between the 
amount borrowed (after deduction of transaction costs) and the 
repayment amount is reported in the income statement over the 
period of the loan using the effective interest method. liabilities 
under loans are classified as current liabilities unless Burckhardt 
compression has an unconditional right to defer settlement for 
at least �2 months after the balance sheet date. 

2.14.	Provisions
provisions are recognized for warranty obligations, personnel 
expenses and various commercial risks where Burckhardt com-
pression has an obligation towards third parties arising from 
past events, the amount of the liability can be reliably measured 
and it is probable that its settlement will result in an outflow. 
provisions are not discounted, as the majority of the payments 
usually occur within the next 24 months or the interest portion 
of the individual provisions is immaterial. 

2.15.	Employee	benefits
- post-employment benefits: the Burckhardt compression Group 

operates various pension plans based on the local conditions 
in the respective countries. Burckhardt compression operates 
defined benefit plans in switzerland and Germany and defined 
contribution plans in the other countries. Whereas the swiss 
pension plan’s assets and liabilities are held by entities legally 
separate from Burckhardt compression AG and Burckhardt 
compression holding AG, the pension plan of Burckhardt 
compression (deutschland) Gmbh is unfunded. defined ben-
efit plans typically define the amount of the pension benefits 
an employee will receive on retirement, usually dependent on 
one or more factors such as age, years of service and compen-
sation, while, under defined contribution plans, fixed amounts 
are paid to an entity not belonging to the Burckhardt compres-
sion Group (insurance companies or funds). Burckhardt com-
pression has no legal or constructive obligation to make addi-
tional contributions where the pension plan does not hold 
sufficient assets to pay all employees pension benefits relating 
to employee service in the current or prior periods. 

 the provision recognized in the balance sheet in respect of 
 defined benefit plans is the present value of the defined benefit 
obligation at the balance sheet date less the fair value of the 
plan assets, adjusted for cumulative unrecognized actuarial 
gains or losses and past service cost. the defined benefit obli-
gation is calculated annually by independent actuaries using 
the projected unit credit method. the present value of the 
 defined benefit obligation is determined by discounting the 
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estimated future cash outflows using interest rates of high-
quality corporate bonds that are denominated in the currency 
in which the benefits will be paid and that have terms to matu-
rity approximating to the terms of the related pension liability. 

 Actuarial gains and losses arising from experience adjustments 
and changes in actuarial assumptions in excess of the greater 
of �0% of the fair value of the plan assets and �0% of the 
present value of the defined benefit obligation are charged or 
credited to income over the employees’ expected average 
 remaining working lives (corridor rule). 

 in the case of the defined contribution plans, Burckhardt com-
pression contributes to public or private pension plans either 
due to a legal or contractual obligation or voluntarily. Above 
and beyond paying contributions, Burckhardt compression 
does not have any further payment obligations. the contribu-
tions are recognized as employee benefit expense at the due 
date. pre-paid contributions are recognized as assets to the 
extent that a right to receive a repayment or a reduction in 
 future payments has been established. 

- termination benefits: are paid if a Group company terminates 
an employee’s employment prior to the normal retirement date 
or if an employee accepts voluntary redundancy in exchange 
for termination benefits. Burckhardt compression recognizes 
termination benefits if it is demonstrably committed to either 
terminate the employment of current employees in accordance 
with a detailed formal plan that cannot be withdrawn or pro-
vide termination benefits as a result of an offer made in order 
to encourage voluntary redundancy. Benefits falling due more 
than �2 months after the balance sheet date are discounted to 
their present value.

- Bonus plans: the Group recognizes a liability and an expense 
for bonuses, based on a formula that takes into consideration 
the achievement of financial and personal objectives. A provi-
sion is recognized in the consolidated financial statements in 
cases where the Group has a contractual obligation or where 
past practice has resulted in a constructive obligation. 

- share based payments with compensation through equity in-
struments: share based payments with compensation through 
equity instruments which had been issued or allocated after 
november 7, 2002 (when iFRs 2 standard became effective) 
are charged at fair value to the income statement. the expenses 
are distributed proportionally at exercise or lock-up periods. 
such instruments which have been issued or allocated before 
that date do not constitute expenses in the income statement 
according to iFRs 2. the company utilized share based pay-
ments only in the run-up to and released by the ipo on June 
26, 2006. Burckhardt compression does not have share based 
payments with settlement in cash. 

2.16.	Revenue	recognition
Burckhardt compression supplies compression systems that are 
built into large, complex installations and provides spare parts 
and services essential for the compressors’ consistent perfor-
mance. the compression systems consist of modular compres-
sors, supplemented with drive units, gas compressors and 
 control and monitoring systems tailored to the customer’s speci-
fications. the majority of the cost to design and manufacture 
such compression systems accrues during the last 4 to 6 months 
prior to delivery to the customer. 

Burckhardt compression recognizes revenue arising from the 
sale of goods and the rendering of services upon completion of 
the contract, net of sales or value-added taxes, credits, discounts 
and rebates. under this method, revenue and the related gross 
margin are entered in the accounts when the risks and rewards 
have passed to the customers subject to the conditions of sale. 
the Group recognizes provisions for anticipated losses on 
 contracts.

2.17.	Research	and	development	expenses
costs incurred on major development projects are capitalized 
and amortized on a straight-line basis over a period of 5 years if 
it is highly probable that the project will generate future positive 
cash flows. All other research and development costs are recog-
nized as an expense as incurred.

2.18.	Deferred	taxes
using the liability method, deferred tax is provided for all tempo-
rary differences arising between the tax bases of assets and 
 liabilities and their carrying amounts in the financial statements 
prepared in accordance with iFRs. however, if the deferred tax 
arises from initial recognition of an asset or a liability in a trans-
action other than a business combination and, at the time of the 
transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit 
(tax loss), it is not accounted for. deferred taxes are measured 
using the tax rates (and laws) that have been enacted or sub-
stantively enacted by the balance sheet date and are expected to 
apply when the related deferred tax asset is realized or the de-
ferred tax liability is settled. 

deferred tax assets are recognized to the extent that it is proba-
ble that future taxable profit will be available against which the 
temporary differences can be utilized. 

deferred tax liabilities are recognized for temporary differences 
associated with investments in subsidiaries and associates, ex-
cept where Burckhardt compression is able to control the timing 
of the reversal of the temporary differences and it is probable 
that the temporary differences will not reverse in the foreseeable 
future.
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2.19.	Operating	leases
payments under operating leases are charged to the income 
statement on a straight-line basis and recognized as operating 
expense.

2.20.	Dividend	distribution
dividends distributed to the shareholders of Burckhardt com-
pression holding AG are recognized as a liability in the period in 
which they are approved by the company’s shareholders. 

3. Financial risk management

- policy: the goal of the Group-wide risk management policy is 
to minimize the negative impact of changes in the financing 
structure and financial markets, particularly with regard to 
 currency fluctuations. derivative financial instruments such as 
foreign exchange contracts may be used to address the respec-
tive risks. Burckhardt compression pursues a conservative, 
risk averse financial policy. Financial risk management is based 
on the principles and implementing regulations established by 
the board of directors and the Group management. these gov-
ern Burckhardt compression’s financial policy and outline the 
conduct and powers of the Group treasury department, which 
is responsible for the Group-wide management of financial 
risks. the financial principles and implementing regulations 
govern areas such as financing policy, the management of for-
eign currency risk, the use of derivative financial instruments 
and the investment policy applicable to financial resources not 
required for operational purposes.

- liquidity risk: each Burckhardt compression Group company 
is responsible for managing its liquidity so that day-to-day 
business can be handled smoothly, while the Group treasury is 
responsible for maintaining the Group’s overall liquidity. With 
the exception of the Group company in india, Group companies 
are not permitted to enter into local borrowings or investments 
of excess cash on hand. local borrowings and investments of 
excess cash on hand by the indian Group company are re-
stricted to limits approved by the Group management. the 
Group treasury provides the local Group companies with the 
necessary funds or invests their excess liquidity. the Group 
treasury maintains sufficient liquidity reserves and open credit 
and guarantee lines to fulfill the financial obligations at all 
times.   

- currency risk: Burckhardt compression hedges all the us dol-
lar-denominated sales transactions of its swiss entity. the 
swiss entity’s major euro-denominated sales and purchase 
transactions are hedged on a case-by-case basis. For this, the 
Group treasury normally uses forward exchange contracts. 
the Group treasury also enters into forward exchange con-
tracts to hedge the currency risk resulting from the sales and 
purchase transactions of the other Burckhardt compression 
Group companies. the Group management regularly monitors 
the changes in the most important currencies and may adjust 

the hedging policy accordingly in the future.

 As a globally active corporation, Burckhardt compression is 
also exposed to currency risks resulting from the translation 
into swiss francs of items in the income statements and balance 
sheets of the foreign Group companies. Based on its income 
and invested capital, the following currencies are primarily rele-
vant: euR, usd, inR, GBp, cAd, JpY, BRl. Burckhardt com-
pression holding AG does not hedge these translation risks. 
the translation risks have a minor impact on consolidated in-
come, as the swiss entity represents more than 80% of in-
come and invested capital.  

- Risks arising from the investment of cash on hand: Burckhardt 
compression puts security before profit. Financial investments 
are placed mainly in the money market (time deposits with 
prime-rated banks) and in the securities funds of prime-rated 
issuers. the investment horizon ranges from several weeks to 
three years.

- Risks from customer contracts: Financial risks due to the exe-
cution of major and critical customer contracts are minimized 
through the established project control tools and processes

- credit risk: credit risk in respect of trade receivables is limited 
due to the diverse nature and quality of the customer base. 
such risk is minimized by means of regular credit checks, 
 advance payments, letters of credit and other tools. there is 
no concentration of risk within the Burckhardt compression 
Group  

4. Critical accounting estimates and judgments

All estimates and judgments are reassessed on an ongoing basis 
and based on historical experience and other factors, such as 
expectations of future events, that are believed to be reasonable 
under the given circumstances. 

Burckhardt compression makes estimates and assumptions 
concerning the future. the resulting estimates will, by definition, 
seldom equal the actual results. the estimates and assumptions 
that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to 
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next 
 financial year are discussed below:

- impairment of goodwill: Burckhardt compression tests good-
will for impairment on an annual basis in accordance with the 
accounting policy outlined in section 2.7. the recoverable 
amounts of cash-generating units are determined based on 
value-in-use calculations. these calculations require the use of 
assumptions. the Group management defines budgeted gross 
margins based on developments in the past and on expecta-
tions for future market development. the weighted average 
growth rates correspond to the predictions contained in indus-
try reports. the discount rates applied are pre-tax interest 
rates and reflect the specific risks of the respective segments.
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- provisions: provisions contain the anticipated cash outflows, 
at their present value at the balance sheet date, for warranty 
and other claims, onerous contracts and long-term employee 
benefits. depending on the outcome of the respective transac-
tions, actual payments may differ from these estimates. 

- Accruals: income and expenses are accounted for on an accru-
als basis so that they are recognized in the periods to which 
they relate. Accruals include items for any additional expenses 
relating to outstanding commissioning costs on contracts al-
ready billed. As the actual work involved is difficult to estimate, 
actual costs may differ from the accrued liabilities recognized 
for the work. 

- income taxes: Burckhardt compression is obliged to pay 
 income taxes in various countries and is therefore required to 
make significant assumptions in order to calculate its world-
wide tax provision. in the case of a number of transactions 
and calculations, the final tax liability cannot be ultimately 
 determined during the normal course of business. Where the 
final tax liability arising from these transactions differs from 
the initial assumption, this will affect current and deferred 
taxes in the period in which the tax liability is ultimately 
 determined. 
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5. Explanatory notes to the consolidated 
    financial statements

01			Significant	changes	in	the	scope	of	consolidation	
in the fiscal year 2006 Burckhardt compression holding AG set up 
the compressor tech holding AG through contribution in kind of 
pRoGnost systems Gmbh. compressor tech holding AG holds 
60% of pRoGnost systems Gmbh as per march ��, 2007. 

in the fiscal year 2005 Burckhardt compression holding AG 
 acquired 49.5% of the capital of pRoGnost systems Gmbh, 
Germany as per July �, 2005. the agreed call option to purchase 
further �0.5% of the capital of pRoGnost systems Gmbh was 
exercised on April �, 2006. Burckhardt compression (Brasil) 
ltda. acquired the compressor division of sulzer Brasil s.A. in 
an asset transaction on september �, 2005. 

02			Currency	exchange	rates

	 Average	rates	 Year-end	rates
 2006 2005 31.03.07 ��.0�.06

� euR 1.59 �.55  1.63 �.58 
� GBp 2.34 2.27  2.39 2.27 
� usd 1.24 �.28  1.22 �.�0 
� cAd 1.09 �.07  1.06 �.�2 
�00 BRl 57.24 58.2�  59.30 59.90 
�00 JpY 1.06 �.��  1.03 �.�� 
�00 cnY 15.70 �5.74  15.80 �6.�� 
�00 inR 2.77 2.88  2.80 2.9� 
�00 kRW 0.13 0.��  0.13 0.��
 

03			Segment	information

primary reporting format: by business segment
the Burckhardt compression Group operates solely in the seg-
ment for reciprocating compressor systems and is therefore 
 involved in one business segment only. the information for the 
primary segment is identical to the consolidated financial state-
ments.

secondary reporting format: by geographical segment

Sales	by	customer	location 2006	 2005

in �’000 chF  

europe:    
- eu �2�’87� 8�’27� 
- switzerland 5’078 �’459 
- other european countries 2�’979 �5’440 
Total	Europe	 150’928	 98’170	

north America �4’426 20’77� 
south America ��’�0 �’726 
Asia, Australia, middle east 86’494 84’058 
Africa �’52� �’682
 
Total	 266’677	 210’407	

Carrying	amount	of	assets		 2006	 2005
by	location	of	assets	 	

in �’000 chF  

europe:
- eu 24’�48 22’8�8 
- switzerland �99’09� ��6’566 
- other european countries 0 0
Total	Europe	 223’239	 139’404	

north America ��’885 ��’5�� 
south America 5’065 �’�92 
Asia, Australia, middle east 27’896 28’7�� 

Total	 270’085	 181’020	
	

Capital	expenditure	 2006	 2005

in �’000 chF  

europe:    
- eu �79 �84 
- switzerland 5’587 6’67� 
- other european countries 0 0
Total	Europe	 5’966	 6’855
 
north America 205 �68 
south America �00 74 
Asia, Australia, middle east 909 �’75� 

Total	 7’180	 8’848	
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04			Additional	information	regarding	the	income	statement	

Sales	and	gross	profit	 	 2006	 	 	 2005

in �’000 chF   

new machines                         sales �7�’568   ���’64� 
                                                 Gross profit 52’694   27’558 
customer support service        sales 9�’�09   78’766 
                                                  Gross profit 46’466   �8’4�7 
Total																																									 Sales	 266’677	 	 	 210’407	

																																																		 Gross	profit	 99’160	 	 	 65’995	

Expenses	by	nature	 	 2006	 	 	 2005

in �’000 chF 

Raw materials and consumables  -��5’0�9   -87’045 
personnel expenses:  salaries and wages -54’025   -47’267 
                                        defined benefit plans -�’257   -�’0�8 
                                other social benefits -8’0�7   -6’076 
                                other personnel costs -5’986   -4’�40 
Total	 	 -71’305	 	 	 -60’521	

depreciation  -4’286   -4’�49 
Amortization  -876   - �84 
  
the higher personnel expenses explain by the headcount which increased from 6�8 as per march ��, 2006 to 7�2 as per march ��, 
2007. the increase of other social benefits explains by the transaction stated in note 27.

05			Employee	benefit	plans
the defined benefit obligation of pension plans is the present value of accrued pension obligations at balance sheet date considering 
future salary and pension increases and also turnover rates (using the project unit credit method). in switzerland (sulzer pension 
funds) pension liabilities are covered by assets held by legally-separate entities. the financing of pension benefit plans in Germany, 
however, is made by means of provisions accrued in the accounting records of the companies affected. the actuarial valuations for 
the defined benefit plans were performed at the balance sheet closing date. the swiss pension plans are treated as defined benefit 
plans in accordance with iAs �9.

in �’000 chF Funded plans unfunded plans 2006 2005

Reconciliation	of	the	amount	recognised	in	the	balance	sheet 
Fair value of plan assets 97’�46 0 97’�46 88’492
present value of defined benefit obligations -95’�66 -2’70� -97’869 -89’85�
Overfund	(+)	/	underfund	(-)	 1’980	 -2’703	 -723	 -1’359
unrecognised actuarial gains (-) / losses (+) 0 �24 �24 205
Amounts not recognised because of limitation -�’980 0 -�’980 -�’295
Asset	(+)	/	Liability	(-)	recognised	in	balance	sheet	 0	 -2’579	 -2’579	 -2’449
thereof as prepaid expenses 0 0 0 0
thereof as non-current provision 0 -2’579 -2’579 -2’449
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n �’000 chF   2006 2005

Pension	expenses	recognised	in	profit	or	loss	 	 	
current service costs (employer)   4’046 2’996
interest costs   2’987 �’��7
expected return on plan assets   -4’020 -�’859
Actuarial gain (+) / loss (-) recognised in current year   -44� 5’048
effect of overfund not recognised   685 -4’264
Expenses	recognised	in	profit	or	loss	 	 	 3’257	 3’038
    

Actual	return	on	plan	assets	 	 	 6’985	 5’051
    

Reconciliation	of	defined	benefit	obligation	 	 	 	
defined benefit obligation at �.04.06 /�.04.05   89’85� 82’685
interest cost   2’987 �’��7
current service cost (employer)   4’046 2’996
contributions by plan participants   2’��0 2’0�2
Benefits paid/deposited   -�’6�8 -7’429
Actuarial gain (-) / loss (+) on obligation   2’4�9 6’40�
currency translation differences   74 49
Defined	benefit	obligation	at	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 	 	 97’869	 89’851

    
Reconciliation	of	the	fair	value	of	plan	assets	 	 	 	
Fair value of plan assets at �.04.06 / �.04.05   88’492 85’754
expected return on plan assets   4’020 �’859
contributions by the employer / benefits paid directly by employer   �’�99 2’992
contributions by plan participants   2’��0 2’�2�
Benefits paid/deposited   -�’6�8 -7’429
Actuarial gain (+) / loss (-) on plan assets   2’96� �’�9�
Fair	value	of	plan	assets	at	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 	 	 97’146	 88’492
thereof equity instruments Burckhardt compression ltd   244 0
thereof equity instruments - third party   28’�72 25’698
thereof debt instruments Burckhardt compression ltd   0 0
thereof debt instruments - third party   40’556 ��’45�
thereof properties occupied by or used by Burckhardt compression ltd   0 0
thereof properties occupied by or used by third party   �9’255 �2’482
thereof others   8’9�9 �8’859

    
Movement	in	the	net	amount	recognised	in	the	balance	sheet	
opening net liability (-) / asset (+)   -2’449 -2’�56
expense recognised in profit  or loss    -�’257 -�’0�8
contributions by the employer / benefits paid directly by the employer   �’�99 2’992
currency translation differencet   -72 -47
closing net liability (-) / asset (+)   -2’579 -2’449
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n �’000 chF   2006 2005

Best	estimate	of	contributions	for	upcoming	financial	year  
contributions by the employer (only swiss plans)   �’280 �’0�2
contributions by plan participants   2’240 2’068

    
Information	over	several	years	 	 	
Fair value of plan assets   97’�46 88’492
present value of funded defined benefit obligation   -95’�66 -87’�97
Overfund	(+)	/	underfund	(-)	 	 	 1’980	 1’295
present value of unfunded defined benefit obligation   -2’70� -2’654
experience adjustments on defined benefit obligation   -�’��8 ��’29�
experience adjustments on plan assets   2’965 �’�9�

Principal	actuarial	assumptions	as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 	 	 	
discount rate   �.0% �.25%
expected rate of return on plan assets   4.5% 4.50%
Future salary increases   �.0% �.00%
Future pension increases   0.5% 0.50%
Workforce fluctuation rate   7.8% 7.4%
expected average remaining working lives in years   9.� 9.2
Retirement age   65 (    ) 65 (    ) 
   64 (    ) 64 (    )

the expected return on plan assets is determined by considering the expected returns available on the assets underlying the current 
investment policy. the expected long-term return for investment categories is as follows: �% for bonds, 6.8% for equities, 4.6% for 
properties and �.5% for others.

06			Research	and	development	expenses

during fiscal year 2006, research and development activities focused on improving and updating certain types of compressor types, 
further developing valve technology, and extending the monitoring and diagnostic systems. no research and development expenses 
were capitalized in fiscal year 2006.

07			Other	operating	income	and	expenses

in �’000 chF 2006	 	 	 2005

currency exchange losses / gains 789   -975 
other operating expenses / income -2��   498 
miscellaneous 0   680 
Total	 556	 	 	 203
	

the currency exchange gains in the fiscal year 2006 resulted mainly from new machine projects which were sold in foreign curren-
cies. the other operating expenses occurred essentially by inventory clean-ups in the indian Burckhardt compression company. the 
miscellaneous item in the previous fiscal year included mainly payments which occurred in relation to the acquisitions.
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09			Taxes

income taxes

in �’000 chF	 2006	 	 	 2005

current income taxes -�2’08�   -4’�09 
deferred taxes -�’786   -�’257 
Total	 -13’867	 	 	 -7’366		
	 	 	 	 	

Reconciliation of income tax expense

in �’000 chF 2006	 	 	 2005

profit before income taxes 54’60�   29’6�9 
income tax expenses at the local tax rates in the respective countries -��’475   -7’006 
utilisation of loss carry forwards 52   0
non-deductible expenses -�88   -2�
unrecogized losses for the current year -256   -52 
other differences 0   -285 
Total	income	tax	expense	 -13’867	 	 	 -7’366	
as % of profit before income taxes 25.4%   24.9%

deferred taxes

in �’000 chF 2006	 	 	 2005

deferred tax assets:    
- which can be used within �2 months -288   -�26 
- which can be used after �2 months -�22   -479 
subtotal -6�0   -805 

deferred tax liabilities:    
- which can be used within �2 months 2’696   �’07� 
- which can be used after �2 months �’4�0   �’077 
subtotal 6’�06   4’�50
 
Total	 5’496	 	 	 3’345	
 
   
total changes in deferred taxes:     
Balance as per ��.0�.07 / ��.0�.06 �’�45   88 
charged to the income statement �’786   �’792 
taxes charged to equity for hedging reserves �65   -5�5 
Total			 5’496	 	 	 3’345
	

08			Other	financial	income	/	expenses

in �’000 chF 2006	 	 	 2005

interest income 4��   ��2 
other financial income and expenses -70�   854 
Total	 -270	 	 	 1’166	

the other financial income increased mainly because of the foreign currency valuation of swiss Franc loans some of the Burckhardt 
compression companies hold.
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Breakdown of deferred taxes in the balance sheet

      31.03.07	 	 31.03.06 
in �’000 chF Assets	 Liabilities	 Assets	 Liabilities

intangible assets �5� �’484  �’604
property, plant and equipment  2’59�  �’47�
Financial assets  26 �57 �8
inventories  �’299  945
customers’ advance payments  �8  
Accounts receivable 2� �’686  484
derivative financial instruments  �2�  
non-current borrowings �28   
provisions for retirement plan obligations �85  209 
other non-current liabilities 88  �65 
other non-current provisions 459  409 
current borrowings 0   �05 
trade accounts payable ��5  �06 
current provisions 402  �54 �26
Total	deferred	taxes	(gross)	 1’751	 7’247	 1’305	 4’650
offset -�’�4� -�’�4� -500  -500 
Total	deferred	taxes	(net)	 610	 6’106	 805		 4’150	

 

tax loss carryforwards

in �’000 chF 2006	 	 	 2005

expiring in the next � years 657   0
expiring in 4 to 7 years 0   200 
Total	tax	loss	carryforwards	 657	 	 	 200	
potential tax assets calculated 256   52 
Valuation allowance -256   -52 
Deferred	tax	assets	 0	 	 	 0	
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10			Intangible	assets

Acquisition value

     2006	 	 	 	 	 2005
 Goodwill trademarks  customer R&d total Goodwill trademarks  customer R&d total
  incl.   lists    incl.   lists
in �’000 chF  it licenses     it licenses

cost as per �.04.06 / �.04.05 22’�90  �’098  4’��7  80  27’705  20’986    80  2�’066 
changes in the consolidation scope       �’076  4’067   5’�4� 
Additions  �’�95   �’�95 688     688 
disposals    -80 -80     
Reclassifications          
currency translation differences -4�9 40 ��7  -282 7�6  22  70   808 
Balance	as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 21’951	 2’533	 4’254	 0	 28’738	 22’390		 1’098		 4’137		 80		 27’705	

     

Accumulated amortization

     2006	 	 	 	 	 2005
 Goodwill trademarks  customer R&d total Goodwill trademarks  customer R&d total
  incl.   lists    incl.   lists
in �’000 chF  it licenses     it licenses

Balance as per �.04.06 / �.04.05  -75  -�05  -80  -460     -74  -74 
changes in the consolidation scope          
Additions  -460 -4�6  -876  -7�  -�05  -6  -�84 
disposals    80 80     
Reclassifications          
currency translation differences  -�2 -�8  -�0  -2    -2 
Balance	as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 	 -547	 -739	 0	 -1’286	 	 -75		 -305		 -80		 -460	

net book value
          
as per �.04.06 / �.04.05 22’�90 �’02� �’8�2 0 27’245 20’986 0 0 6 20’992
as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 21’951	 1’986	 3’515	 0	 27’452	 22’390	 1’023	 3’832	 0	 27’245

impairment tests for goodwill
Goodwill is allocated to the identifiable cash-generating units of the Burckhardt compression Group. the recoverable amount of a 
cash-generating unit is determined by calculating its value in use. these calculations are based on cash flows projections over the 
next 5 years, which, in turn, are based on the mid-term plans approved by management. historical data are used to make cautious 
assumptions.  the assumptions listed below were used in the analysis of each cash-generating unit. no impairment losses were 
 recognized for fiscal years 2006 and 2005.

in �’000 chF Crosshead	compressors	 Standard	high-pressure	compressors	 Total

Goodwill as per ��.0�.07 �5’4�� 6’5�8 2�’95�
Goodwill as per ��.0�.06 �5’585 6’805 22’�90

the test is based on the following assumptions:  
- Growth rate for sales 0% 0% 
- Gross margin as % of sales �0% 25% 
- pre-tax discount rate 8.5% 8.5% 

the discount rate for discounting projected cash flows equals the rate which is used for similar purposes in the day-to-day business. 
the discount rate of the previous fiscal year for discounting projected cash flows amounted to 6.8%.
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11			Property,	plant	and	equipment

 land machinery  other Assets 2006 land machinery  other Assets 2005
 and and  assets under Total and and  assets under Total
in �’000 chF  buildings equipment  construction   buildings equipment  construction

Acquisition  costs 

Balance as per �.04.06 / �.04.05 9’025  �8’���  �6’450  �’�75  64’98�  7’�56  ��’�57  ��’�47  �’84�  55’70� 
changes in the consolidation scope       97  225   �22 
Additions 5�5 4’449 �’28� 9�5 7’�80 �’640 4’876  2’85�   9’�67 
disposals  -8�5 -�89  -�’224  -97  -97   -�94 
Reclassifications    -�84 -�84 �   -�  -560  -560 
currency translation differences -75 -66 -50 -�0 -20� 28  �00  �25  94  �47 
Balance	as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 9’485	 41’681	 17’292	 2’096	 70’554	 9’025		 38’133		 16’450		 1’375		 64’983	
          
Accumulated depreciation

Balance as per �.04.06 / �.04.05 -6’656  -27’�48  -��’�80   -45’�84  -6’08�  -25’2�5  -9’76�   -4�’057 
Additions -�47 -2’6�6 -�’�2�  -4’286 -57�  -2’�42  -�’6�4   -4’�49 
disposals  828 �49  �’�77  26  72   98 
Reclassifications          
currency translation differences � 7 -�  7 -2  -�7  -57   -76 
Balance	as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 -7’000	 -29’129	 -12’357	 	 -48’486	 -6’656		 -27’348		 -11’380		 	 -45’384	
          
net book value

as per �.04.06 / �.04.05 2’�69  �0’785  5’070  �’�75  �9’599  �’275  7’942  �’586  �’84�  �4’644 
as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 2’485	 12’552	 4’935	 2’096	 22’068	 2’369		 10’785		 5’070		 1’375		 19’599	

the “other assets” category includes it hardware, patterns, tools, fixtures, instruments, vehicles and other operating equipment. in 
the fiscal years 2006 and 2005 no leased assets were capitalized.

12			Inventories

Acquisition costs
in �’000 chF 31.03.07	 		 	 31.03.06

Raw materials, supplies and consumables 7’750   6’29� 
Work in progress 6�’002   �4’608 
Finished products and trade merchandise �9’786   �7’459 
Advance payments to suppliers �0’078   �’899 
Valuation allowances -�’9�6   -4’405 
Total	 94’700	 	 	 55’854	
 
   
Valuation allowances    
in �’000 chF 2006	 	 	 2005

Balance -4’405   -5’5�� 
utilized due to disposals 5�0   -�’707 
Additions -4�   -579 
Balance	 -3’916	 	 	 -4’405
 
Work in progress increased due to the higher business volume, however as per march ��, 2007 and march ��, 2007 work in 
 progress is financed by substantially higher customers’ advance payments.
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13			Trade	and	other	receivables
 
in �’000 chF 31.03.07	 	 	 31.03.06

trade receivables 56’264   40’�69
Allowance for bad debts -5�0   -649
other receivables 6’587   4’�88
prepaid expenses �’0�4   900
Total	current	receivables	 63’375	 	 	 44’808
other receivables 494   59�
total non-current receivables 494   59�
Total	 63’869	 	 	 45’399

Burckhardt compression is not exposed to major credit risks, as it has a large and globally diverse customer base. the risk of de-
fault on the part of its customers is also very small.

14			Marketable	securities
marketable securities in the amount of tchF 5’562 include mainly an institutional portfolio module totaling tchF 5’000 with a first 
class swiss financial institution. the institutional portfolio module was opened in the fiscal year 2006. the asset allocation com-
prises �0% shares, 60% bonds and �0% european real estate funds. As per march ��, 2006 marketable securities consisted of a 
structured product amounting to tchF 2’�57, it was repaid in the fiscal year 2006.

15			Cash	and	cash	equivalents
cash has been invested in short-term bank deposits. the majority of those investments have been made in swiss Francs because of 
the currency exchange risks. short-term bank deposits were invested for an average period of �8 days in the fiscal year 2006 com-
pared with an average period of 20 days in the previous fiscal year. 

in �’000 chF 31.03.07	 	 	 31.03.06

cash �27   �08
Bank deposits �5’0��   ��’��4
short-term deposits 40’000   �6’268
Total	cash	and	cash	equivalents	 55’138	 	 	 29’690

16			Pledged	assets
the indian Burckhardt compression company has pledged inventories and receivables in the amount of tchF 7’�80 as collateral for 
the credit lines and guarantee facilities provided by local banks. no further assets were pledged as collateral in the fiscal year 2006. 
in the previous fiscal year, assets were pledged in the amount of tchF 6’85�.

17			Share	capital

in �’000 chF 31.03.07	 	 	 31.03.06

number of shares in issue �’400’000   850’000 

A four-for-one share split was implemented prior to the ipo on June 26, 2006, increasing the number of shares from 850’000 to 
�’400’000 and reducing the nominal value per share from chF �0.00 to chF 2.50. All shares are registered shares and are paid in 
full. the breakdown of equity into its individual components is shown in the statement of changes in equity. 

As per march ��, 2007, Burckhardt compression holding AG did not hold any treasury shares. 
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earnings per share
     
  31.03.07	 	 	 31.03.06

profit for the period attributable to shareholders of    
Burckhardt compression holding AG (in tchF) 40’�26   22’09� 
Average number of outstanding shares  �’400’000   850’000 
Average number of shares for calculating    
earnings per share �’400’000   �’400’000
 
earnings per share ��.80   6.50
 
    
 	 31.03.07	 	 	 31.03.06

diluted earnings per share
profit for the period attributable to equity holders of    
Burckhardt compression holding AG (in tchF) 40’�26   22’09� 
Average number of outstanding shares  �’400’000   850’000 
Average number of shares for calculating    
diluted earnings per share �’400’000   �’400’000
 
diluted earnings per share ��.80   6.50
dividend per share �.00 �)   0.25 2)

�)  the Board of directors will propose to the Annual General meeting a dividend of chF �.00 per share. this will be paid in July 2007.
2)  in the fiscal year 2006 a dividend of chF 0.25 (in total chF 850‘000) was paid for the fiscal year 2005.

18			Borrowings

  Current	 Non-current	 Total	 Total
in �’000 chF   31.03.07	 31.03.06

Bank loans 2’070 0 2’070 2’��5 
shareholder loan 0 0 0 �0’900 
others 420 � 42� 0
total 2’490 � 2’49� ��’0�5 
    
thereof due in less than � year 2’490 0 2’490 �2’626 
thereof due in � to 5 years 0 � � �89 

the shareholder loan was paid prior to the ipo on June 26, 2006. Burckhardt compression AG has bank and guarantee facilities 
amounting to tchF �05’000 (previous year tchF 70’000).  the bank loan as per march ��, 2007 is denominated in inR. the average 
 effective interest rate amounts to �2% in the fiscal year 2006 compared with �.5% in the previous fiscal year. 

19			Provisions

 employee other Warranties, other Total  employee other Warranties, other Total 
 benefits personnel penalties,  2006 benefits personnel penalties,  2005
  expenses unprofitable    expenses unprofitable
in �’000 chF   contracts     contracts

Balance as per �.04.06 / �.04.05 4’��9  556  5’069  668  �0’6�2  4’��2  952  6’�70  6�8  �2’072 
changes in the consolidation scope         �08  �08 
Additions 40� 557 �’752 �00 �’0�0 ��8  472  �’7�9  487  4’8�6 
Released as no longer required  -75 -�’22� -204 -�’502 -��5  -54  -645  -98  -9�2 
Released for utilization  -48 -82  -��0  -82�  -4’225  -67�  -5’7�9 
currency translation differences 78 -2 -6 7 77 4  9  �0  24  67 
Total	as	per	31.03.07	/	31.03.06	 4’818	 988	 5’510	 771	 12’087	 4’339		 556		 5’069		 668		 10’632	
          
thereof current  898 �’9�6 77� �’585  407  �’76�  5�0  2’678 
thereof non-current  4’8�8 90 �’594  8’502 4’��9  �49  �’�08  �58  7’954 
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the employee benefits category includes provisions for the employee benefit plans of the Burckhardt compression company in 
 Germany and provisions for long-service awards for employees at the Burckhardt compression company in switzerland. the other 
personnel expenses category mainly includes provisions for early retirements at the Burckhardt compression company in Germany. 

the warranties, penalties, unprofitable contracts category comprises provisions based on historical experience for work performed 
under warranties at the expense of Burckhardt compression’ penalties and losses arising from new machine projects. 

 
20			Other	current	and	accrued	liabilities

in �’000 chF 31.03.07	 	 	 31.03.06

other current liabilities    
social security institutions �28   20� 
tax liabilities (excl. income taxes) 5��   508 
miscellaneous �’�04   628 
Total	 1’943	 	 	 1’337	

Accrued liabilities
interest 0   �28 
Vacation and overtime 2’252   �’700 
salaries, wages and bonus payments 4’77�   �’85� 
contract related liabilities �9’400   ��’682 
notes payable �5   22� 
miscellaneous 746   2’�64 
Total	 27’184	 	 	 19’946	
Total	other	current	and	accrued	liabilities	 29’127	 	 	 21’283
	

contract related liabilities include amounts for materials and services that have been supplied or rendered but not yet billed. the ac-
crued liabilities have increased compared to the previous fiscal year because of the higher business volume. 

21			Derivative	financial	instruments

  31.03.07	 	 	31.03.06
in �’000 chF positive negative positive negative
  fair values fair values fair values fair values

Forward foreign currency contracts
- cashflow hedges 686 �’�47 7�  2’2�� 
- others 0 �4� 0 ��2 
Total	 686	 1’288	 71		 2’345	

thereof current 569 887 �6  �’879 
thereof non-current ��7 40� 55  466
 
the fair value of the derivative assets quantifies the maximum loss that would occur if the counterparties fail to meet their 
 obligations. the counterparties in the outstanding financial market transactions consist solely of prime-rated financial institutions. 
there is no excessive concentration of risk.  

As per march ��, 2007 the contract value of the open derivative financial instruments was tchF�00’49�. As per march ��, 2006 it 
amounted to tchF 67’987. the increase in the fiscal year 2006 resulted from the higher business volume.
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22			Outstanding	guarantees
 
  Limited		 Unlimited	 Total	 Total
in �’000 chF maturity	 maturity	 31.03.07	 31.03.06

total pending guarantees �08’976 92� �09’897 72’544 
     
thereof from swiss banks 79’682 �8� 80’06� 50’57� 
thereof from foreign banks �’424 0 �’424 5’740 
thereof from Burckhardt compression holding AG 25’870 540 26’4�0 �6’2�� 

Burckhardt compression issues guarantees essentially for securing customer advance payments and for eventual warranty claims 
from customers. the outstanding guarantees as per march ��, 2007 have increased by 52% compared to the previous fiscal year 
due to the higher business volume. 

23			Contingent	liabilities
Burckhardt compression did not have any contingent liabilities as per march ��, 2007.

24			Other	financial	commitments
 
in �’000 chF Buildings	 Cars	 Other	 31.03.07	 31.03.06

total commitments 7’�74 7�� ��2 8’2�9 ��’2�2 
     
thereof due in less than � year 4’�80 �28 42 4’�50 �’8�4 
thereof due in � to 5 years 2’689 605 70 �’�64 9’�78 
thereof due in more than 5 years 505   505 

the most significant lease agreement covers the office and factory buildings of the Burckhardt compression company in switzerland. 
the lease is fixed until december ��, 2008. the notice period is 24 months with the first opportunity to give notice occurring on 
 december ��, 2008. After this date the lease may be terminated by giving 24 months notice effective at the end of a calendar month. 
the swiss Burckhardt compression company will negotiate an extension of the leasing agreement with the landlord before december 
2008. the fiscal year 2006 includes leasing expenses of tchF 4’95�. 
  
the most significant capital expenditure projects approved during the fiscal year 2006 and for which there are purchase commit-
ments as per march ��, 2007 include for Burckhardt compression AG � turning centers for tchF �’��0 expansion of the test bed for 
tchF �’800 various software packages for tchF 500, � overhead cranes for tchF �55 and the expansion of the warehouse shuttle 
for tchF �50. Burckhardt compression (india) pvt. ltd. has purchase commitments for tchF �’260 as per march ��, 2007 for the 
 expansion of the shop building. 
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25			Business	combinations
the Burckhardt compression companies did not make any acquisitions during the fiscal year 2006. the acquisitions of the previous 
year present as follows:

PROGNOST	Systems	GmbH

 2005

	 Fair	value		 Acquiree’s	
in �’000 chF  carrying	amount

intangible assets 5’�4� �’076
property, plant and equipment 88 88
inventories 427 427
Accounts receivable 4’406 4’406
Total	assets	 10’064	 5’997
   
deferred tax liabilities �’586 
non current liabilities      �59 �59
current liabilities 2’952 2’952
Total	liabilities	 4’897	 3’311
  
Net	assets	 5’167	 2’686
minority interest 2’067 
  
Net	assets	acquired	 3’100	
  
purchase consideration settled in cash  �’�00
cash and cash equivalents in subsidiary acquired  0
cash outflow on acquisition  �’�00
  

Burckhardt	Compression	(Brasil)	Ltda.

 2005

	 Fair	value		 Acquiree’s	
in �’000 chF  carrying	amount

property, plant and equipment 2�5 2�5
inventories �2� �2�
Accounts receivable 2’05� 2’05�
Total	assets	 2’411	 2’411
  
current liabilities �’5�� �’5��
Total	liabilities	 1’531	 1’531
  
Net	assets	acquired	 880	 880
  
purchase consideration settled in cash  489
cash and cash equivalents in subsidiary acquired  0
cash outflow on acquisition  489
negative goodwill  �9�
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the executive Board, all executives of the Burckhardt compres-
sion Group and the executive member of the Board of directors 
receive a performance and result-based bonus in addition to 
their base salaries. total pay consisting of the base salary plus 
target bonus reflects the median market valuation of the relevant 
position, individual qualifications, and the prevailing local labor 
market conditions. the latter are regularly assessed and salary 
ranges adjusted accordingly. the target bonus corresponds to a 
percentage of the base annual salary; the actual bonus paid 
 depends on the achievement of individual targets, 60% to 70% 
are of a financial nature, e.g. eBit, order intake, project margin, 
net financial position; 40% to �0% are of a non-financial nature. 
A weighted percentage is defined for each target. the minimum 
bonus amounts to 50% of the target bonus. the maximum bo-
nus amounts to 250% of the target bonus, while no bonus at all 
is paid if the minimum target level is not achieved. With the 
 exception described in note 27, there are no share-based pay-
ments (shares, option plans or other incentives). 

non-executive members of the Board of the directors receive 
fixed remuneration. this is paid in cash. non-executive members 
of the Board of directors do not receive a bonus.

27	Transactions	with	the	Board	of	Directors,	the	Executive		
					Board	and	related	parties
the major shareholder (Zurmont capital i AG) had initiated im-
mediately before the ipo according to the shareholders agreement 
of July �9, 2002 a transfer of 2�8’000 Burckhardt compression 
holding AG shares to the then existing management share-

holders. Zurmont capital i AG transferred these shares (ratchet 
shares) at a price of chF 0.25 per share to the existing manage-
ment shareholders. the transfer did not require any accounting 
entry in the consolidated annual accounts of Burckhardt compres-
sion holding AG. the social security contributions of that trans-
action were paid by the company and are part of the personnel 
expenses.

At the same time �4’545 out of the 2�8’000 shares were trans-
ferred to members of the executive Board andother managers at 
a price of chF 0.25 per share. the two-step allocation is based 
on a plan which was established in June 2006. the first allocation 
of 9’280 shares did not include any restrictions. the second al-
location of 5’265 shares is tied to the condition that the recipient 
continues to work for further 5 years (lock-up period) in the 
company. in case a recipient leaves the company before that 
 period he/she must sell those shares to the company at a price of 
chF 0.25 per share. the corresponding value of the first allocation 
(resulting from the difference between issue price of chF 85.00 
and paid price of chF 0.25 per share) and a pro rata share of the 
second allocation totaling tchF 85� were charged to personnel 
expenses in the income statement. the corresponding credit 
was made directly in the shareholders’ equity. 

there are no other share-based payments or plans.

the employer’s and employee social security contributions 
which were paid by Burckhardt compression holding AG 
amounted to tchF �’574. no other payments or fees for addi-
tional services were paid to the members of the Board of direc-

26			Remuneration	of	the	Board	of	Directors	and	the	Executive	Board

  	 2006	 	 2005
in �’000 chF no of persons  no of persons

non-executive members of the Board of directors:
Fees and remuneration    �67  89
Total	 3	 167	 2	 89

executive member of the Board of directors:
salaries  467  500
post employment and social benefits   609  85
Total	 1	 1’076	 1	 585

members of the executive Board:    
salaries  �’9��  �’876
post employment and social benefits  �’4�9  �28
share-based payments (�)  �85  -
Total	 11	 	3’515	 9	 2’204	

(�) Allocated shares  
- �. step chF 0.25 per share  �’920
- 2. step chF 0.25 per share  �’765
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tors and executive Board. there are no pending loans in favour 
of officers of Burckhardt compression as per march ��, 2007. 
As per march ��, 2007 the members of the executive Board incl. 
the executive member of the Board of directors owned 7�7’��5 
registered shares of Burckhardt compression holding AG. the 
non-executive members of the Board of directors owned 9’600 
registered shares of Burckhardt compression holding AG. in the 
fiscal years 2006 and 2005 the regular employer’s contributions 
of the swiss Burckhardt compression company were paid to the 
sulzer pension trusts.     

28	Events	after	the	balance	sheet	date
When the consolidated financial statements were approved on 
may 2�, 2007, the Board of directors and the executive Board 
were not aware of any significant events occurring after the 
 balance sheet date.
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Investments	as	per	March	31,	2007

Group	companies	of
Burckhardt	Compression	Holding	AG
Winterthur, switzerland
listed on sWX swiss exchange
security no. 00255�602
share capital chF 8’500’000
market capitalization chF 678’�00’000

 subsidiary  Abbreviation Research &  engineering & contracting sales service Share	capital	
 of  development manufacturing    Participation

        
Burckhardt compression AG � BcA • • • • • chF 2’000’000
Winterthur, switzerland        �00%
ceo Valentin Vogt        
        
  compressor tech holding AG � cth      chF 200’000
  Zug, switzerland        �00%
  managing director harry otz        
        
Burckhardt compression (deutschland) Gmbh 2 Bcd    • • euR �0’000
Ravensburg, Germany        �00%
managing director christian henninger        
        
  pRoGnost systems Gmbh � psG • • • • • euR 200’000
  Rheine, Germany        60%
  managing director Alex deitermann        
        
Burckhardt compression (italia) s.r.l. 2 Bci   • • • euR 400’000
mailand, italy        �00%
managing director tullio Buonocore        
        
  Burckhardt compression (France) s.A.s. 2 BcF   • • • euR �00’000
  mantes la Jolie cedex, France        �00%
  managing director Gerard Fraboulet        
        
Burckhardt compression (españa) s.A. 2 Bce    • • euR 550’000
madrid, spain        �00%
managing director Javier Gamboa        
        
  Burckhardt compression (uk) ltd. 2 BcG    • • GBp 250’000
  Farnborough, united kingdom        �00%
  managing director colin Webb        
        
Burckhardt compression (us) inc. 2 Bcu   • • • usd 250’000
houston, usA        �00%
managing director Rudolf Buschauer        
        
  Burckhardt compression (canada) inc. 2 Bcc    • • cAd 200’000
  Brampton, canada        �00%
  managing director peter J. thuerig        
        
Burckhardt compression (Japan) ltd. 2 BcJ   • • • JpY 50’000’000
tokyo, Japan        �00%
managing director mamoru tanaka        
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   subsidiary  Abbreviation Research &  engineering & contracting sales service Share	capital	
 of  development manufacturing    Participation

        
Burckhardt compression (shanghai) co. ltd. 2 Bcn    • • cnY 2’7��’000
shanghai, Volksrepublik china        �00%
managing director martin heller a.i.
as from �.5.07 keven li        
        
  Burckhardt compression (india) private ltd. 2 Bcp • • • • • inR �09’�42’000
  pune, india        �00%
  managing director narasimha Rao        
        
Burckhardt compression (Brasil) ltda. 2 BcB   • • • BRl 900’000
são paulo, Brazil        �00%
managing director Fabio santos        
        
  Burckhardt compression (korea)      •  
  seoul, south korea        �00%
  managing director seunkeweon li        
        
� = subsidiary of Burckhardt compression holding AG       
2 = subsidiary of Burckhardt compression AG         
� = subsidiary of compressor tech holding AG        
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Financial statements of 
Burckhardt compression holding AG 
Balance sheet

in �’000 chF Notes	 31.03.07	 	 31.03.06

Non-current	assets	 	 	 	
organizational cost �02 0  74 
investments in subsidiaries �0� �4’276  �4’�4� 
loans to subsidiaries �04 0  7’�7� 
Total	 	 14’276	 	 21’590	
    
Current	assets	 	 	 	
trade and other receivables �05 564  97
cash and cash equivalents  �0’72�  947 
Total	 	 11’285	 	 1’044
	 	 	 	
Total	assets	 	 25’561	 	 22’634	
    
Equity    
share capital �06 8’500  8’500 
General reserve  �40  0 
prior year retained earnings  �’804  �0�
net income  �4’�88  2’69� 
Total	 	 24’632	 	 11’294	

    
Liabilities	 	 	 	
non-current liabilities    
Borrowings from shareholders  0  �0’900 
    
current liabilities    
trade and other accounts payable  670  �2�
Accrued liabilities  259  ��9 
total  929  440 
Total	 	 929	 	 11’340	
	 	 	 	
Total	equity	and	liabilities	 	 25’561	 	 22’634	
	

Income statement

in �’000 chF Notes	 2006	 	 2005

Income �07   
income from investments  �5’000  �’000
Financial income  222  768 
other income  409  �’468 
Total	 	 15’631	 	 4’236	
    
Expenses �08   
General and administrative expenses  -�’�74  -584 
Financial expenses  -�95  -8�5 
Amortization of organizational cost  -74  -�26 
Total	 	 -1’443	 	 -1’545	
    
Net	profit	 	 14’188	 	 2’691	
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Notes to the financial statements of Burckhardt Compression Holding AG

101			Accounting	policies
the financial statements as per march ��, 2007 are in compliance with the requirements of the swiss corporation law. For the pur-
pose of including Burckhardt compression holding AG in the consolidated financial statements the corporate accounting principles 
 remain fully applicable. 

102			Organizational	cost
the expenses in 2002 for the set-up of the Burckhardt compression Group structure and the credit facility agreements totaling 
tchF 567 are amortized over 5 years. 

103			Investments	in	subsidiaries
the equity interests held directly and indirectly by Burckhardt compression holding AG are shown in the section investments as per 
march ��, 2007.

104			Non-current	liabilities

in �’000 chF 	 31.03.07	 	 31.03.06

loan to Burckhardt compression AG  0  7’�7�  
Total	 	 0	 	 7’373	

105			Trade	and	other	receivables

in �’000 chF 	 31.03.07	 	 31.03.06

trade accounts receivable  45�  45
other receivables  99  2� 
prepaid expenses  �4  �� 
Total	 	 564	 	 97	
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106			Share	capital	and	shareholders
the share capital amounts to chF 8’500’000 and is composed of �’400’000 shares’ each with a nominal value of chF 2.50. All 
shares are registered shares and are paid in full. A four-for-one share split was implemented prior to the ipo on June 26, 2006, in-
creasing the number of shares from 850’000 to �’400’000 and reducing the nominal value per share from chF �0.00 to chF 2.50.  
As per march ��, 2007, Burckhardt compression holding AG did not hold any treasury shares. 

no person will be registered as a shareholder in the share register with a voting power of more than 5% of the registered share capi-
tal. this limitation applies also to persons who hold shares wholly or partly through nominee agreements. this limitation also ap-
plies if shares are acquired by exercising option or convertible rights.

legal entities and partnerships which are linked by equity or voting rights’ by sharing the same management or are linked in some 
other way are counted as one entity. the same applies to individuals’ legal entities or partnerships that combine their shareholdings 
for the purpose of evading registration limitations. 

individual shareholders whose entry applications do not expressly declare that they hold their shares for their own account (nomi-
nees), will be entered in the share register with voting rights, provided that they are subject to supervision by a recognized banking 
and financial market regulator, and have signed an agreement with the Board of directors concerning their status, and that the num-
ber of shares held by the nominee does not exceed 2% of the registered share capital. Beyond this registration limit, the Board of di-
rectors may register nominees in the share register with voting rights provided that such nominees disclose the names, addresses, 
nationalities and shareholdings of the persons on whose account they hold 2% or more of the registered share capital.   

shareholder groups which existed before June 2�, 2006 are excluded from the voting rights restrictions.

According to information available to the company, the following shareholders reported shareholdings above 5% of the share capital 
and voting rights as per march ��, 2007:

Shareholders	as	per	March	31,	2007	 	 No.	Shares	 	 in	%

members of the executive Board incl. executive member of the Board of directors  7�7’��5   2�.� 
Bank of America  2��’200   6.2a)

deutsche Bank AG  �90’�0�   5.6a)

other shareholders  2’28�’�82   67.� 
Total	outstanding	shares	 	 3’400’000		 	 100.0	

a) According to the articles of incorporation of Burckhardt compression holding AG the voting rights of those shareholders is limited to 5%.

107			Income

in �’000 chF 	 2006	 	 2005

income from investments   
dividends from Burckhardt compression AG  �5’000  �’000
 
Financial income    
interest from Burckhardt compression AG  �87  768

other income   
income from services provided to Group companies  �92  �90
other   252  278 

Total	 	 15’631	 	 4’236
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108			Expenses

in �’000 chF 	 2006	 	 2005

General and administrative expenses  -�’�74  -584 

Financial expenses:   
interest expense  -�42  -79� 
income tax expense  -�0  -42
others  -4�  0 
subtotal  -�95  -8�5

Amortization of organizational cost  -74  -�26 

Total	 	 -1’443	 	 -1’545	

109			Disclosures	required	by	Article	663b	of	the	Swiss	Code	of	Obligations

in �’000 chF 	 31.03.07	 	 31.03.06

Guarantees  26’4�0  �8’276 
Total	 	 26’410	 	 18’276

Burckhardt compression holding AG issues advance payment guarantees and performance bonds in the name of Burckhardt com-
pression AG and in favor of a small number of selected customers. As per march ��, 2007, these guarantees amounted to tchF 
�0’000.

the credit lines and guarantee facilities extended to Burckhardt compression AG by financial institutions do not require any assets or 
shares of Burckhardt compression holding AG to be pledged as collateral.

Appropriation	of	earnings

in �’000 chF 	 2006	 	 2005

prior year retained earnings  �’804  �0� 
net income of the year  �4’�88  2’69� 
Retained	earnings	at	the	disposal	of	the	annual	general	meeting		 	 15’992	 	 2’794	
   
the Board of directors proposes the following appropriation:  
- Appropriation to general reserve  -7�0  -�40 
- Gross dividend  -�0’200  -850 
Retained	earnings	carried	forward	 	 5’082	 	 1’804	

	
the Board of directors proposes to the Annual General meeting of shareholders on July 7, 2007 payment of a gross dividend of 
chF �.00 per registered share.

in (chF) 	 2006	 	 2005

Gross dividend  �.00  0.25 
less �5% withholding tax  -�.05  -0.09 
Net	dividend	 	 1.95	 	 0.16
	

Annual	General	Meeting	of	Shareholders
the Annual General meeting of shareholders will take place at �0:00 am on saturday July 7, 2007 at the park Arena, Barbara-Rein-
hardstrasse 24, 8404 Winterthur, switzerland.
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View from a lnG receiving terminal.

impression of a chemical plant.

lubrication lines of a process gas compressor.

the hydrocarbon processing industry (hpi) is the 
 processing part of the oil and gas industry. crude oil 
and natural gas out of oil and gas fields get processed 
to fuels, lubricants, plastics and other petrochemical 
and chemical products. compressor in a petrochemical 
plant in Germany.

Frosted cylinder (-�60°) of a laby® compressor in a 
reliquefaction of liquefied natural gas plant of an 
 import terminal.

Gas transport and storage is the logistic part of the 
gas processing and consuming industry. Vessels 
transport the liquefied gases that are either stored  
liquid or gaseous. liquid gas tank of a lnG receiving 
terminal in spain.

mechanical test run prior delivery to the customer.

Pages	84-	91:	Customers	and	Solutions
Burckhardt compression delivers compressors 
throughout the world for the hydrocarbon processing 
and chemical industry, for gas transport and storage 
and for applications in the field of industrial gases.
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impressum
the statements in this review relating to matters that are not historical facts are 
 forward-looking statements that are not guarantees of future performance and involve 
risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to: future global economic conditions, 
foreign exchange rates, regulatory rules, market conditions, the actions of competitors 
and other factors beyond the control of the company.

this annual report is published in German and english and is also available on the 
 internet as an online version. the printed German version is binding.

publisher: Burckhardt compression holding AG, Winterthur
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Burckhardt compression holding AG . ch-8404 Winterthur, switzerland
tel. +4� (0)52 262 55 00 . Fax +4� (0)52 262 00 5�

info@burckhardtcompression.com . www.burckhardtcompression.com


